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 “You don’t know what you got till it’s gone.” I say, you knew what you had, you just 

never thought it could slip away. 

We often take for granted the very things that deserve our gratitude the most. We do this 

with both people and material possessions. The problem is many people do not realize 

this until it’s too late. 

We take things for granted on a daily basis, always with the assumption that whenever 

we need something, it will be there. There are many things that we fail to realize the 

true value of until they are missing from our lives. Sadly. 

Enjoy the little things in the life because someday you will realize they were the big 

things. Happiness doesn’t come as a result of getting what you don’t have, rather it’s 

recognizing and appreciating what you do have. 

Don’t lose something you have for something you think you want. What you have now 

was once everything you prayed you wanted. Think of now lucky you are to have 

someone you can be completely comfortable around, that is a true gift and one that 

should be cherished at all times. Think about how lucky you are to have the job you 

have and the life you live. You fought for where you are now. Live in the moment and 

appreciate the now.  

Just because something becomes repetitive does not mean it needs to be replaced. 

Silence the noise inside your mind and realize what you have in front of you. Don’t wait 

until you’ve lost it to finally see how much you took it for granted. 

Too many times people don’t realize what they have because they are out there looking 

for something they assume is better. The grass isn’t always greener kids. “Be thankful 

for what you have; you’ll end up having more. If you concentrate on what you don’t 

have you will never, ever have enough.” 

Khloekardashian 
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Abstract 

The concurrent training (CT) has been recommended in many guidelines and prescribed 

for young, adults, elderly and athletes due several benefits that this methodology of 

training can provide. However, the order as CT is performed can affect the several 

physiologic aspects. Thus, due to the great importance in prescription of training, 

became necessary this scientific investigation. These issues can help coaches and 

physicians to choose the better exercise order. Therefore, the aim of this study was to 

examine the acute hormonal responses, oxygen uptake (VO2) and substrate utilization or 

release during different sessions of the CT, as well as in the recovery period. To better 

understand the questions of oxygen uptake and excess post-exercise oxygen 

consumption, as well as hormonal responses and adaptations to CT, two systematic 

reviews were conducted. Based in studies from 1st systematic review, the order does not 

influence the VO2, when volume and intensity are equalized, while post-exercise VO2

appears be higher when resistance exercises are performed after endurance exercise or 

alternating endurance-resistance exercises. The 2nd systematic review about hormonal 

responses and adaptations showed that the exercise order of combined endurance and 

resistance training did not appear to be major determinant for exercise and training 

induced changes in hormonal concentrations.  

The purpose of the 1st experimental study was to examine the effect of three different 

sequences of concurrent training on VO2, excess post-exercise oxygen consumption, as 

well as substrate utilization in active individuals. Sixteen active young men (age 23.8 ± 

4.2 years; height 176 ± 0.04cm; body weight 74 ± 7.6kg)  performed three experimental 

trials, randomly, separated by 7 days, consisting either of continuous cycle ergometer 

followed by resistance exercises (ER), the reverse order with the resistance exercises 

followed by cycling (RE), or a third protocol consisting of alternating endurance and 

resistance exercise (AERE). The oxygen consumption, volume of dioxide carbon 

produced per minute, respiratory exchange ratio and heart rate were measured in all 

sessions. The results showed no between-trial differences for VO2, EE, HR, and RER 

during exercise between the three treatments. For all conditions, the post-exercise VO2 

remained elevated for 30 minutes above baseline values, however the magnitude was 

different. Significant between-trial effects in oxygen consumption post-exercise were 

observed with ER (p=0.003) and AERE (p=0.039) conditions stimulating higher 
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responses 5 minutes post-exercise as compared to RE. Post-exercise fat utilization 

showed significant difference between-trial with ER (p=0.017) higher oxidation until 20 

minutes post-exercise when compared RE, but all orders remained elevated until 30 

minutes post-exercise. Also were observed significant-trial effect in carbohydrate 

utilization with ER higher oxidation until 15 minutes as compared RE (p=0.034) and 

AERE (p=0.043), but all remained increased until 30 minutes post-exercise. In 

conclusion, the results suggest that the sequencing of the endurance and resistance 

portions within CT affects EPOC magnitude and alters substrate utilization patterns, 

supports previous findings regarding the potential weight control or loss benefit of 

performing endurance training prior to resistance training or quickly alternating their 

use thoughout a single workout. 

The purpose of the 2nd experimental study was to examine the effects of concurrent 

training in acute hormonal responses and recovery utilizing three different orders of 

exercises. Twelve active young men were enrolled in this study. All participants 

completed the 3 different exercise orders: endurance followed by resistance exercises 

(ER), resistance followed by endurance exercise (RE) and alternating endurance and 

resistance exercise (AERE) in a counter-balanced and randomized manner. The results 

showed no between-protocol difference in the hormonal responses, however, significant 

differences were observed within protocols. In conclusion, the results suggest that 

exercise order not influence the acute hormonal response to CT through 72 hours after 

exercise in active young men. 

The overall findings of this thesis showed that the exercise order of combined 

endurance and resistance training did not appear to be major determinant for exercise 

and training induced changes in hormonal concentrations and oxygen uptake, but can 

alter the excess post-exercise oxygen uptake and substrate utilized.  

Keywords: concurrent training; oxygen uptake; excess post-exercise oxygen 
consumption, hormonal response 
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Resumo 

O treinamento concorrente (TC) tem sido recomendado em muitas guidelines e prescrito 

para jovens, adultos, idosos e atletas devido a inúmeros benefícios que este tipo de 

metodologia de treino pode proporcionar. Contudo, a ordem como o TC é realizado 

pode afetar inúmeros aspectos fisiológicos. Com isso, devido a grande importância que 

esta variável possui na prescrição do treinamento, torna-se necessário esta investigação 

científica. Este assunto pode ajudar treinadores e praticantes a escolher a melhor ordem 

do exercício. Portanto, o objetivo do estudo foi examinar a resposta hormonal aguda, 

consumo de oxigênio (VO2) e substrato utilizado ou liberado durante as diferentes 

sessões de TC, assim como no período de recuperação. Para melhor entender as 

questões sobre VO2 e consumo de oxigênio pós exercício (EPOC), assim como as 

respostas e adaptações hormonais do TC, duas revisões sistemáticas foram conduzidas. 

Baseados nos estudos da primeira revisão sistemática, a ordem não influência o VO2, 

quando volume e intensidade são equalizados, enquanto VO2 pós exercício parece ser 

maior quando exercícios resistidos são realizados após exercícios aeróbicos ou quando 

exercícios aeróbios e resistidos são alternados. A revisão sistemática sobre respostas 

hormonais e adaptações mostrou que a ordem da combinação de exercícios resistidos e 

aeróbicos não parece ser a maior determinante para induzir mudanças nas concentrações 

hormonais durante exercício ou treino. 

A proposta do primeiro estudo experimental foi examinar o efeito das três sequências de 

TC no VO2, EPOC, assim como o substrato utilizado em indivíduos ativos. Dezesseis 

homens jovens ativos (idade 23.8 ± 4.2 anos; estatura 176 ± 0.04cm; massa corporal 74 

± 7.6kg) realizaram 3 sessões experimentais, randomicamente, separados por 7 dias, 

consistindo de cicloergômetro contínuo seguido por exercícios resistidos (ER), a ordem 

reversa com exercícios resistidos seguidos do cicloergômetro (RE), ou um terceiro 

protocolo consistindo de exercícios de endurance e resistidos alternados (AERE). Os 

resultados mostraram nenhuma diferença entre as 3 sessões de exercício no VO2, gasto 

energético, frequência cardíaca e taxa de troca respiratória. Para todas as condições, o 

VO2 pós exercício permanece elevado por 30 minutos acima dos valores basais, contudo 

a magnitude foi diferente. Significativos efeitos entre sessões no EPOC foram 

observados nas condições de ER (p=0.003) e AERE (p=0.039) mostrando maiores 

respostas 5 minutos após os exercícios quando comparado com RE. A utilização de 
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gordura após o exercício mostrou diferença significativa entre as sessões com ER 

(p=0.017) apresentando maior oxidação até os 20 minutos após exercício quando 

comparado RE, mas todas as ordens mantiveram-se elevadas até os 30 minutos após 

exercício. Também foram observados efeitos significativos na utilização de carboidratos 

com ER apresentando maior oxidação até 15 minutos quando comparado RE (p=0.034) 

e AERE (p=0.043), mas todos permaneceram elevados até 30 minutos após os 

exercícios. Em conclusão, os resultados sugerem que a sequência da porção do exercício 

de endurance e resistidos dentro do TC afeta a magnitude do EPOC e altera o padrão do 

substrato utilizado, suportando prévios achados em relação ao potencial controle ou 

perda de peso, beneficiado pela realização do exercício de endurance antes do exercício 

resistido ou alternando o exercício ao longo do treino. 

A proposta do segundo experimental estudo foi examinar os efeitos do TC nas respostas 

hormonais agudas e recuperação utilizando três diferentes ordens de exercício. Doze 

homens jovens ativos foram engajados no estudo. Todos os participantes completaram 3 

diferentes ordens de exercício: endurance seguido pelos exercícios resistidos (ER), 

resistido seguido por exercício de endurance (RE) e alternando exercícios de endurance 

e resistidos (AERE) de maneira randomizada. Os resultados mostraram nenhuma 

diferença nas repostas hormonais entre os protocolos, contudo, significativas diferenças 

foram observadas dentro dos protocolos. Em conclusão, os resultados sugerem que a 

ordem dos exercícios não influência as respostas hormonais agudas durante o TC e ao 

longo das 72horas após o exercício em homens jovens ativos. 

Os achados da tese mostrou que a ordem de exercício da combinação de exercícios 

aeróbios e resistidos não parece ser o maior determinante do exercício e treino para 

induzir mudanças nas concentrações hormonais e VO2, mas pode alterar o EPOC e o 

substrato energético. 

Palavras-chave: Treino Concorrente; consumo de oxigênio; consumo de oxigênio pós 
exercício; respostas hormonais 



INTRODUCTION  

Chapter 1: General Introduction 





In troduction 

Regular physical exercise has been prescribed for people who aim mainly to 

improve their cardiorespiratory ability, strength, power, muscular endurance and body 

composition (ACSM, 2013). To achieve these enhancements people often perform some 

exercise modalities, such as: running, cycling, swimming, walking, resistance exercise, 

cross and functional training, however these several exercise modalities all can be 

classified under the physiological types of exercise: aerobic (we use endurance) or 

anaerobic or mixed. 

It is well known that the predominantly endurance exercises, which commonly 

consist of low-moderate intensity and moderate and high volume (Ellison, Waring, 

Vicinanza, & Torella, 2011; Robineau, Babault, Piscione, Lacome, & Bigard, 2016), 

provide maintenance and improvements in cardiorespiratory ability, reduction of 

cardiovascular risk factors (Williams, 2001); enhanced mitochondrial and capillary 

volume density, as well as increased enzyme activity (which improves oxidative energy 

metabolism), increased whole-body rates of fat oxidation (Achten, Venables, & 

Jeukendrup, 2003; Bassett & Howley, 2000), that could decrease total and abdominal 

body fat (Calabro & Yeh, 2008) acting directly to decrease weight (ACSM, 2009), may 

decrease total cholesterol, as well as induce positive changes in high (HDL-C) and low 

(LDL-C) density lipoproteins (Tambalis, Panagiotakos, Kavouras, & Sidossis, 2008). 

Also enhanced endurance performance may delay activation of less efficient type II 

fibers and conversion of fast-twitch type IIx fibers into more fatigue-resistance type IIa 

fibers during exercise (Ronnestad & Mujika, 2014).  

On the other hand, anaerobic exercises are often performed with moderate-high 

intensity and low-moderate volume (Nader, 2006), as for example, resistance exercises, 

and may improve the neural activation of muscles, increasing motor unit recruitment 

(Häkkinen, 1994), providing increases in strength and muscle mass. The resistance 

training seems to provoke increase of all type fibers, especially type IIa (de Souza et al., 

2014; Wilson et al., 2012).  

Both modes of exercise provide their respective benefits as aforementioned 

when performed alone, but when combined together in the same day or on separated 

days, commonly called combined training or concurrent training (CT) they also can 

provide improvements in several variables aforementioned. The CT has been 
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recommended in many guidelines and prescribed for young, adults, elderly and athletes 

that aim to achieve improvements, such as: i) enhanced physical capacity without loss 

of efficiency of the following exercise; ii) improve the specificity of the stimulus as to 

the performance sport; iii) allow optimization of time while attempting to train multiple 

components; iv) increase energy expenditure of training; v) reduce monotony of 

training; vi) meet the personal preference of the practitioner in terms of exercise order 

and vii) provide better use of space in the gym or health-club (Alves et al., 2012; 

Cadore et al., 2012; Rosa et al., 2015; Vilaça‐Alves et al., 2016). 

This methodology of training can provide improvements in cardiorespiratory 

ability and endurance performance, such as: running economy, running speed at 

maximal consumption of oxygen (VO2max) and time to exhaustion (Beattie, Kenny, 

Lyons, & Carson, 2014), velocity at the lactate threshold (Guglielmo, Greco, & 

Denadai, 2009), running time over a given distance (Paavolainen, Hakkinen, 

Hamalainen, Nummela, & Rusko, 2003) and increase on VO2max (Robineau et al., 2016; 

Schumann, Yli-Peltola, Abbiss, & Häkkinen, 2015b; Taipale et al., 2014). The CT also 

improved explosive strength (Mikkola, Rusko, Nummela, Pollari, & Hakkinen, 2007; 

Taipale et al., 2014), maximal strength (de Souza et al., 2014; Eklund et al., 2016a; 

Schumann et al., 2014b), produced gains in upper limbs (Craig, Lucas, Pohlman, & 

Stelling, 1991), increased cross-sectional area (CSA) (Eklund et al., 2016b) 

improvements in lipid profile (de Albuquerque Filho et al., 2014; Eklund et al., 2016a) 

and changes in body composition (Eklund et al., 2016a; Schumann et al., 2014a). These 

improvements normally occur when CT is performed with low or moderate frequency, 

e.g. consisting of 2-3 weekly sessions of endurance and resistance training (Mikkola et

al., 2011). However, when CT is performed with high training intensity and volume, as 

well as high frequency of combined endurance and resistance training may provoke 

impairments in the endocrine (Bell, Syrotuik, Martin, Burnham, & Quinney, 2000; Bell, 

Syrotuik, Socha, Maclean, & Quinney, 1997; Kraemer et al., 1995) and neuromuscular 

systems (Eklund et al., 2015; Reed, Schilling, & Murlasits, 2013; Schumann et al., 

2013; Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013), and also in molecular level (de Souza et al., 2014; 

Fyfe, Bishop, & Stepto, 2014; Lundberg, Fernandez-Gonzalo, & Tesch, 2014) even 

with lower-moderate volume, intensity or frequency. This phenomenon has commonly 

been called “interference effect” which was first systematically studied by Hickson 

(1980). 
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The majority of the previous studies have shown that adaptations in strength 

may be compromised when using CT, but not in endurance (Wilson et al., 2012), and 

only one study has indicated impairment in VO2max (Nelson, Arnall, Loy, Silvester, & 

Conlee, 1990). However, several cross-sectional studies have shown reduced economy 

in cycling or running following resistance exercise (Burt, Lamb, Nicholas, & Twist, 

2013; Doma & Deakin, 2014; Doma et al., 2015). It is well stablished that VO2max is 

considered the most important predictor used to assess the cardiorespiratory 

ability(ACSM, 2013). However, the VO2max is only one aspect of cardiorespiratory 

function (Atkinson, Davison, Passfield, & Nevill, 2003), and oxygen uptake (VO2) may 

be assessed with other aims, such as estimation of energy expenditure during and after 

exercise, movement economy or metabolic thresholds (Alves et al., 2012; Reed et al., 

2013).  

When assessing VO2 during CT, it seems that exercise order (endurance 

followed by resistance exercise [ER], resistance exercise followed by endurance [RE]) 

or divided in blocks (Alves et al., 2012; Di Blasio et al., 2012; Vilaça‐Alves et al., 

2016) appear does not influences VO2 during exercise in some studies, but may 

influence the excess post-exercise oxygen consumption (EPOC) (Alves et al., 2012; de 

Lira, de Oliveira, Julio, & Franchini, 2007; Di Blasio et al., 2012; Drummond, Vehrs, 

Schaalje, & Parcell, 2005; Vilaça‐Alves et al., 2016) or may not (Beltz et al., 2014; 

Oliveira & Oliveira, 2011). The EPOC consists of a fast and an extended component 

and it has been considered an important component of energy expenditure for weight 

control or loss (Bahr & Sejersted, 1991), once the latter it is a result of negative daily 

energetic balance between energy intake and expenditure (Hunter, Blackman, Dunnam, 

& Flemming, 1988);  however, it still remains controversial (Abboud, Greer, Campbell, 

& Panton, 2013). The precise cause of these post-exercise responses is not well clarified 

yet, but it is probable that some factors do contribute for, such as: adenosine 

triphosphate/creatine phosphate resynthesis, lactate removal, release and raise of some 

hormones (catecholamines), increased body temperature and circulation, replenishment 

of oxygen and glycogen stores (Borsheim & Bahr, 2003). Although there are many 

studies about the effects of exercise on EPOC, few studies addressing the CT (Alves et 

al., 2012; Di Blasio et al., 2012; Drummond et al., 2005; Oliveira & Oliveira, 2011; 

Vilaça‐Alves et al., 2016) are available in the literature (Study 1). 
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Other relevant factor is the predominance of the substrate utilized (carbohydrates 

or fat) during endurance and after exercise session. The available evidence has showed 

that substrate selection, as noted by respiratory-exchange ratio (RER), is not 

significantly altered by little change in exercise duration, but when the intensity is 

increased, some studies found RER decreases during the post-exercise (Phelain, Reinke, 

Harris, & Melby, 1997; Warren, Howden, Williams, Fell, & Johnson, 2009), but many 

studies report no effect when intensity was increase (Melanson et al., 2002; Mulla, 

Simonsen, & Bülow, 2000; Thompson, Townsend, Boughey, Patterson, & Bassett Jr, 

1998).  

In CT it has been reported that higher concentrations of blood glycerol and free 

fatty acids were observed when resistance exercise was followed by endurance, as 

compared with aerobic sole exercise, suggesting improvements in fat availability at CT 

(Goto, Ishii, Sugihara, Yoshioka, & Takamatsu, 2007). In addition Kang et al. (2009) 

found significantly higher fat oxidation in 20 minutes of endurance exercise with high 

intensity resistance exercise than that found in 20 minutes of endurance with low 

intensity resistance exercise. However, there is a scarcity in the literature on substrate 

use in CT. The first questions since the early beginning, was if the order of concurrent 

training can affect the oxygen uptake, excess post-exercise oxygen consumption, as well 

as substrate utilized? (Study 3). 

It well known that CT can generate a higher metabolic demand, resulting in a 

greater increase in cortisol (C), a hormone associated with protein catabolism, which 

could cause an imbalance in release of anabolic hormones (total testosterone [TT], 

growth hormone [GH]) (Brownlee, Moore, & Hackney, 2005), providing an 

unfavorable environment for maintenance or development of muscle mass (Kraemer et 

al., 1995). The increase in C may occur when a large volume of training is performed 

(Bell et al., 2000; Bell et al., 1997; Kraemer et al., 1995), but with low volume it seems 

not to occur (Cadore et al., 2012; Schumann et al., 2013).  

The differences between studies may be due to characteristics of participants and 

the manipulation of the different variables of training. One of the variables that can 

affect the acute hormonal responses in CT is the exercise order, if the endurance is 

followed by resistance exercise (ER) or resistance exercise is followed by endurance 

(RE). When ER is performed it appears to cause an increase in GH concentrations after 

the first exercise (endurance) and a subsequent reduction in GH levels after the second 
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exercise (resistance), when the measurements were conducted at mid-point and end 

session (Eklund et al., 2016b; Goto, Higashiyama, Ishii, & Takamatsu, 2005; Schumann 

et al., 2013; Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013). This reduction following endurance continuous 

exercise can be due to accumulation of free fatty acids in the bloodstream, triggered by 

endurance exercise induced lipolysis (Kok et al., 2004). The reverse order (RE) 

presented increase after the first exercise (resistance), but higher increase after 

endurance exercise, when measurements were conducted after both exercise modalities. 

These findings showed that GH concentrations seem to provide a higher increase in GH 

after endurance, regardless of the order. 

Some studies suggest a higher increase in TT concentrations after ER (Cadore et 

al., 2012; Rosa et al., 2015) when compared with RE. However, other authors have 

showed increase after the first exercise modalities, but not end session (Eklund et al., 

2016b; Schumann et al., 2014b), as well as similar increase in both groups (ER or 

RE)(Rezaee, Kahrizi, & Hedayati, 2014; Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013) or any changes 

(Goto et al., 2005). These discrepancies between studies may be due to the different 

methodology used. The same may also apply to C. The studies have shown significant 

increases at post C in RE order (Schumann et al., 2013; Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013), 

although with reductions at 24 and 48 hours post-exercise (Eklund et al., 2016b). 

However, other studies did find increases at post-exercise C in both orders (ER or RE) 

(Rosa et al., 2015) and also no changes (Cadore et al., 2012; Goto et al., 2005). Due to 

these strong divergences between studies, it became relevant to perform a systematic 

review study about the hormonal responses in CT (Study 2). 

Acute changes in hormonal concentrations during exercise can provide an 

environment which is more anabolic or catabolic, depending on the many factors related 

with the variables of training or the participants themselves. It seems that during 

exercise a protein turnover occurs, with a predominance of muscle protein breakdown 

and that in recovery time muscle protein synthesis may occur, also dependent on some 

factors which may provide increase in muscle mass (Mitchell et al., 2014). It is believed 

that summed periods of repeated exercise may induce a positive protein balance 

(Phillips, 2014), however, this phenomenon has not been elucidated yet (Mitchell, 

Churchward-Venne, Cameron-Smith, & Phillips, 2015). Thus, our second question was 

to examine, if the hormonal responses may interfere in anabolic or catabolic hormones 

during different sessions of CT, as well as in recovery time? (Study 4).  
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Considering the questions raised above, the aim of this thesis was examine the 

acute hormonal responses, oxygen uptake and substrate utilization or release during 

different sessions of the concurrent training, as well as in the recovery period. It is the 

author’s believe that these issues can help coaches and physicians to choose the better 

exercise order.  

This research entitled “Hormonal responses and oxygen uptake in concurrent 

training” was supported by the Coordination of Improvement of Higher Education 

Personnel (CAPES) by a doctoral grant (BEX 9402/13-6). 

The Thesis has the following main chapters: 

• Chapter 2 includes a global literature review and comprises two studies:

o Study 1.  The effect order of concurrent training on oxygen

uptake and excess post-exercise oxygen consumption in adults:

A systematic review.

o Study 2. Hormonal responses and adaptations to concurrent

endurance and resistance training in active adults: A systematic

review.

• Chapter 3 includes two experimental studies:

o Study 3. Effect of concurrent training order on oxygen

consumption during and post-exercise.

o Study 4. Concurrent training order does not influence the acute

hormonal responses in recreationally active young males.

• Chapter 4 presents a general discussion of the results.

• Chapter 5 presents the main conclusions.

• Chapter 6 contains the thesis references.
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Abstract 

Objective: The aim of this systematic review was to examine the effects of combined 

endurance and resistance training on oxygen uptake and excess post-exercise oxygen 

consumption in adults. 

Methods: The Scopus, MEDLINE, SciELO, Science Citation Index, Sport Discus and 

CINAHL databases were used to find potential studies in the scientific literature. The 

Physiotherapy evidence Database (PEDro) scale was used to assess the quality of the 

studies, and to be include in this systematic review they had a minimum score of 5. 

Results: Eleven original articles were included in this systematic review covering 

oxygen uptake and/or excess post-exercise oxygen consumption in concurrent training. 

Conclusion: The results showed that high intensity can provide higher oxygen uptake, 

while the order did not appear to be major determinant for exercise induced changes on 

oxygen uptake when volume and intensity are equalized. After exercise, when the 

endurance is followed by resistance exercises or divided in blocks, the VO2 post-

exercise appear influence the order, although these differences can remained altered for 

few minutes. Based in this studies, the adults should performed resistance exercise after 

endurance or divided in blocks in high intensity, when the aim is increase energy 

expenditure and provide higher excess post-exercise oxygen consumption. 

Keywords: Combined training; energy expenditure; oxygen consumption, EPOC 
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In troduction 

The combined of endurance and resistance exercises in the same session, 

commonly called concurrent training (CT) has been widely used by people who aim to 

increase the energy expenditure (EE) to lose weight (Vilaça-Alves et al.2016) and may 

be an method of training extremely effective for changes in body composition (Davitt et 

al. 2014; Ghahramanloo et al. 2009; Schumann et al. 2014). It is known that endurance 

exercise provide a greater caloric expenditure during exercise when performed alone. On 

the other hand, resistance exercise produce minor EE when compared with endurance 

training, but the resistance exercise may attenuate the loss of fat-free mass and promote 

increases in resting metabolic rate (RMR) for hours or days post-exercise (Dolezal et al., 

2000; Schuenke et al., 2002). Some studies revealed that magnitude and duration of the 

excess post-exercise oxygen consumption (EPOC) are higher after resistance exercise as 

compared to endurance exercise (Burleson et al. 1998; Gillette, Bullough and Melby, 

1994). 

It is believed that the increase of the EPOC contribute to a higher energy cost of 

exercise, factor that could be important for weight control or loss, as well as in daily 

energy expenditure, however, this phenomenon remained controversial (Abboud, Greer, 

Campbell, & Panton, 2013; Borsheim & Bahr, 2003). The precise cause of these post-

exercise responses is not well clarified yet, but it is probable that some factors do 

contribute for, such as: adenosine triphosphate/creatine phosphate resynthesis, lactate 

removal, release and raise of some hormones (catecholamines), increased body 

temperature and circulation, replenishment of oxygen and glycogen stores (Borsheim 

and Bahr, 2003).  

The manipulation of the variables exercises (mode, intensity, volume and order 

of exercise) in endurance and resistance exercises may influence the acute and the 

chronic responses to the CT. It is appear that higher exercise intensities, regardless of 

mode, produce higher EPOC than lower intensities when the exercise is controlled for 

volume (Abboud et al., 2013; Borsheim and Bahr, 2003; Greer et al., 2015). When both 

modes are performed together, the order exercise can provoke results divergent. The 

almost studies (Alves et al., 2012; Di Blasio et al., 2012; Vilaça-Alves et al., 2016;) have 

showed that the order does not influences oxygen uptake (VO2) during exercise, while 

only one study Beltz et al., (2014) did not find. However, when assessed oxygen uptake 

only in endurance part, Drummond et al. (2005) and Taipale et al. (2015) found 
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differences between orders. After exercise, some authors (Alves et al., 2012; Di Blasio et 

al., 2012; Drummond et al., 2005; Lira et al.2007; Vilaça-Alves et al., 2016) performing 

endurance prior the resistance exercise or divided in blocks showed that these orders 

appears to promote higher EPOC than the inverse order (RE), but other study (Oliveira 

& Oliveira, 2011) did not find any difference between order.  

Due to the physiological changes that occur during and after CT, it is important 

to know what the better order of CT [starting with endurance followed by resistance 

exercise (ER), starting resistance followed by endurance exercise (RE) or divided in 

blocks of endurance or resistance exercises] could provide alterations on VO2 and 

EPOC. 

 Therefore, the aim of this systematic review was to examine the effects of 

combined endurance and resistance training on oxygen uptake and excess post-exercise 

oxygen consumption in adults. 

Methods 

To find potential studies in the scientific literature were identified by researching 

Scopus, MEDLINE, SciELO, Science Citation Index, Sport Discus and CINAHL using 

the following research terms: “combined training”, “concurrent training”, “oxygen 

uptake”, “oxygen consumption”, “excess post-exercise oxygen consumption” and 

combining with other keywords  “energy expenditure”, “resting metabolic rate”, 

“endurance exercise”, “resistance exercise” and “strength exercise”. The last research 

was performed on August 01, 2016. 

Inclusionary and exclusionary criteria used to narrow the focus of this systematic 

review are listed in table 1. Endurance training was defined as an exercise that involves 

major muscle groups and which can be maintained continuously for extended periods of 

time, and is rhythmical and aerobic in nature (e.g. running, cycling, walk, step) and 

resistance training was defined as an activity including free weight and/or in machine, 

emphasizing dynamic exercises involving concentric and eccentric muscle actions, 

performed to gains or maintain of maximal strength, hypertrophy and power (Garber, 

2011). 
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Table 1: Inclusionary and exclusionary criteria 

Inclusionary Exclusionary 
Human Animal 
Subjects apparently healthy Subject with acute and chronic diseases 
Body mass index (BMI) below of 30 kg.m2 Subjects with BMI above of  30 kg.m2 
Age >18 years > 45 years old Elderly 
Outcome measure was oxygen uptake (VO2) 
and/or excess post-exercise oxygen consumption (EPOC) 

Outcome in which no assessed oxygen uptake 
during or after exercise 

CT (endurance and resistance) performed in the same session Resistance or endurance performed alone 

Al l articles were read, and the outcomes of each article were recorded. Also all 

references of the articles were examined to identify an additional articles that would be 

eligible for this review. The majority of the articles assessed did not meet inclusionary 

criteria [no investigate oxygen uptake, studies performed only one mode (endurance or 

resistance) and subjects with pathologies] were excluded from analysis (Figure 1). 

The Physiotherapy evidence Database (PEDro) scale was used to assess the 

quality of the studies. The PEDro scale have 11-item checklist yields a maximum score 

of 10 if all criteria are satisfied. For this systematic review, a minimum inclusionary 

score was 5. Two reviewers evaluated each article, and when there was discrepant in 

scores, a third reviewer was necessary.  
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Results 

After analyzing the studies, 11 articles were included in this review. Some 

studies assessed oxygen uptake during all session and after exercise (Alves et al.2012; 

Di Blasio et al.2012; Oliveira & Oliveira, 2011; Vilaça et al.2016), others only during 

exercise (Beltz et al.2014; Goto et al.2007; Kang et al.2009; Monteiro et al. 2008), two 

studies only in endurance part (Drummond et al. 2005; Taipale et al. 2015) and only one 

study at post-exercise (Lira et al.2007). Although, it is assumed that the included studies 

have standardized experimental conditions, the studies differed with regard to the 

endurance [continuous or intermittent, intensity, volume and forms (cycle ergometer, 

treadmill or step)] and resistance training (sets, repetitions, interval between sets or 

exercise, intensity, muscle mass recruited and protocols), as well as division of training 

(endurance followed by resistance exercise, resistance followed by endurance exercise 

or endurance divided in blocks of few minutes).The mean PEDro rating was 6 out of 10. 

All studies failed to achieve was “blinding of assessors”, “blinding of therapists” and/or 

“blinding of subjects” and “non concealed allocation”. The articles were organized into 

categories (during and after exercise) to assist with synthesis (table 2 and 3).  

In table 2, from the 10 studies (Alves et al.2012; Beltz et al.2014; Di Blasio et al. 

2012; Drummond et al.2005; Goto et al.2007; Kang et al.2009; Monteiro et al.2008; 

Oliveira & Oliveira, 2011; Taipale et al.2015; Vilaça et al.2016) that assessed oxygen 

uptake during all protocol or only endurance part, five studies (Beltz et al., 2014; 

Drummond et al.2005; Kang et al.2009; Monteiro et al.2008; Taipale et al. 2015) 

showed differences. Beltz et al. (2014) did find that RE showed higher EE than ER order 

(RE=599.2 ± 204.9 kcal and ER=572.6 ± 185 kcal), Kang et al.(2009) showed higher 

VO2 in high intensity (HI) followed by endurance than low intensity (LI) followed by 

endurance exercise (HI=1.35 ± 0.29 l.min-1 vs. LI=1.26 ± 0.34 l.min-1), in women, 

Monteiro et al.(2008) found higher VO2 alternating resistance and endurance exercise in 

both sex when compared with resistance only (men=23.8 ± 2.8ml.kg.min-1 vs. 20.4 ± 

2ml.kg.min-1 and women=20.8 ± 2.8ml.kg.min-1 vs. 17.5 ± 2.8ml.kg.min-1), while 

Taipale et al. (2015) showed higher increase on oxygen uptake in ER order (2.4% ± 

2.9% ml.kg.min-1) than reverse order (RE= 0.6% ± 2.8 ml.kg.min-1), and Drummond et 

al. (2005) found higher VO2 in RE than ER at 10 minutes (RE=39.3 ± 1.3, ER=36.9 ± 

1.3ml.kg.min-1), 20 minutes (RE=39.7 ± 1.3, ER=37.6 ± 1.3ml.kg.min-1) and 25 minutes 

(RE=40 ± 1.3, ER=38 ± 1.3ml.kg.min-1), however these two studies assessed only 
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endurance part. When the studies assessed the EPOC (table 3), 2 studies (Di Blasio et 

al.2012; Vilaça et al.2016) showed higher VO2 post-exercise when CT were divided in 

blocks, 3 studies (Alves et al.2012; Drummond et al.2005; Lira et al.2007) found higher 

VO2 post-exercise when resistance exercise was performed after endurance (ER) and 

one study (Oliveira & Oliveira, 2011) not found significant different between orders.  

Table 2: Oxygen uptake during concurrent training 

Author Participants Groups Training Results PEDro scale 
Alves et al. 2016 Physically active women 

(n=13) 
ER 
AERE 

E=30minutes step choreography (60-
80% HRR) 
R=3x10 rep70% 1RM 

NC 6 

Taipale et al. 2015 Recreationally trained men 
and women 
(n=22, 12men and 
10women) 

ER 
RE 

E=60minutes running (between LT 
and RCP) 
R= MS (3x 5-8 rep 70-85% 1RM) 
P (3x 8-10 rep 30-40% 1RM) 

↑ VO2 in ER 6 

Beltz et al. 2014 Physically active adults 
(n=10, 5men and 5women) 

ER 
RE 

E=30minutes running (70% VO2 
reserve) 
R=2x10 rep 75%1RM 

↑ EE in RE 6 

Vilaça-Alves et al. 
2012 

Active men 
(n=8) 

ER 
RE 
AERE 

E=20minutes interval on cycle 
ergometer (40-75% VO2peak) 
R=3x10 rep 70%1RM 

NC 6 

Di Blasio et al. 
2012 

Non-trained women 
(n=13) 

RE 
ER 
AERE 

E=30minutes running (65% HRR) 
R=Circuit training 55% 1RM 

NC 6 

Oliveira & 
Oliveira 2011 

Healthy male 
(n=7) 

ER 
RE 

E=30minutes running (80-85%HRR) 
R=3x10 rep 70% 10RM 

NC 6 

Kang et al. 2009 Healthy men and women 
(n=32, 11men and 
21women) 

E 
HIE 
LIE 

E=20minutes on cycle ergometer 
(50% VO2peak) 
R=3x8 rep 90% 8RM (HI) 
3x8 rep 60% 8RM (LI) 

↑ VO2 in HIE in women 6 

Monteiro et al. 
2008 

Healthy men and women 
(n=25, 10men and 
15women) 

R 
AERE 

E=10minutes interval on treadmill  
(7 sprints of 30 sec) 
R=Circuit training (1x 60seconds  in 7 
exercises) 

↑ VO2 in AERE in both 
sex 

6 

Goto et al. 2007 Physically active men 
(n=10) 

E 
RE20 
RE120 

E=60minutes on cycle ergometer 
(50% VO2max) 
R=3-4x 10 rep 75% 1RM 

NC 6 

Drummond et al. 
2005 

Physically active men 
(n=10) 

R 
E 
ER 
RE 

E=25minutes running (70% VO2max) 
R=3x10 rep 70% 1RM 

↑ VO2 in RE when 
compared with ER 

6 

E= endurance; R=resistance; ER=endurance followed by resistance; RE=resistance followed by endurance; AERE= Alternating endurance-
resistance exercise; HIE=high intensity followed by endurance; LIE=low intensity followed by endurance; RE20= resistance followed by 
endurance with 20 minutes of rest; RE120=resistance followed by endurance with 120 minutes of rest; HRR=heart rate reserve; 1RM=one 
maximum repetition; LT=lactate threshold; RCT=respiratory compensation threshold; EE=energy expenditure; NC=no changes 
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Table 3: Excess post-exercise oxygen consumption in concurrent training 

Author Participants Groups Training Time assessed after exercise Results PEDro scale 
Alves et al. 
2016 

Physically 
active women 
(n=13) 

ER 
AERE 

E=30minutes step 
choreography (60-80% 
HRR) 
R=3x10 rep70% 1RM 

30minutes ↑ VO2 post-exercise
in AERE than ER 
only 0-5minutes 

6 

Vilaça-
Alves et al. 
2012 

Active men 
(n=8) 

ER 
RE 
AERE 

E=20minutes interval on 
cycle ergometer (40-75% 
VO2peak) 
R=3x10 rep 70%1RM 

30minutes ↑ VO2 post-exercise
in ER and AERE than 
RE at 15-30minutes  

6 

Di Blasio 
et al. 2012 

Non-trained 
women 
(n=13) 

RE 
ER 
AERE 

E=30minutes running 
(65% HRR) 
R=Circuit training 55% 
1RM 

30minutes ↑ VO2 post-exercise
in AERE than RE and 
ER 

6 

Oliveira & 
Oliveira 
2011 

Healthy male 
(n=7) 

ER 
RE 

E=30minutes running 
(80-85%HRR) 
R=3x10 rep 70% 10RM 

60minutes NC 6 

Lira et al. 
2007 

Trained men 
(n=8) 

R 
E 
ER 
RE 

E=30minutes running 
(90% at LT) 
R=3x12 rep 70% 1RM 

30minutes ↑ VO2 post-exercise
in ER than other 
groups, but only 21-
30minutes 

6 

Drummond 
et al. 2005 

Physically 
active men 
(n=10) 

R 
E 
ER 
RE 

E=25minutes running 
(70% VO2max) 
R=3x10 rep 70% 1RM 

90minutes ↑ VO2 post-exercise
in ER than RE, but 
only for the first 
10minutes 

6 

E= endurance; R=resistance; ER=endurance followed by resistance; RE=resistance followed by endurance; AERE= Alternating endurance-
resistance exercise; HIE=high intensity followed by endurance; LIE=low intensity followed by endurance; HRR=heart rate reserve; 
1RM=one maximum repetition; LT=lactate threshold; RCT=respiratory compensation threshold; EE=energy expenditure; NC=no changes 

Discussion 

The purpose of this systematic review was to evaluate studies that examined the 

effect of concurrent training on oxygen uptake and excess post-exercise oxygen 

consumption in adults. However, due different variables of training (order, volume, 

intensity, endurance exercise form and protocols) the results may differ.  

Order of exercise 

The results suggest that the order did not appear to be major determinant for 

exercise induced changes on oxygen uptake during exercise, because from 4 studies that 

assessed oxygen uptake during all CT, 3 studies (Alves et al.2012; Di Blasio et al.2012; 

Oliveira & Oliveira, 2011) not present difference between order and only one study 
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(Beltz et al.2014) showed effect order on oxygen uptake, while Drummond et al. (2005) 

and Taipale et al.(2015) also found differences, however, they assessed oxygen uptake 

only during endurance part. Beltz et al.(2014) showed better results in RE order, while 

Drummond et al.(2005) and Taipale et al. (2015) in reverse order (ER). However, in 

Drummond et al. (2005) the reason that it was observed higher VO2 during RE order in 

endurance part may be related to a significant higher VO2 at the beginning of this order 

in relation to the ER order and endurance exercise performed alone. In study of Beltz et 

al.(2014) the assessed of oxygen uptake was performed by indirect form, on 1-mile run 

on an indoor track, and time and heart rate were recorded and used to calculate the 

participants predicted VO2max. Also was performed submaximal test on treadmill and 

final heart rate, speed along with mass (kg) and sex to calculate estimated VO2max. The 

endurance exercise was performed at 70% predicted VO2 reserve and metabolic 

equations assumed a resting VO2 of 3.5ml/Kg/min. On the other hand, Taipale et al. 

(2015) used a maximal treadmill running test to determine VO2max and intensity of 

running was at a steady-state speed between each subject previously determined 

individual lactate threshold and respiratory compensation threshold, however heart rate 

and blood lactate was used to determine the difference between order, while other 

studies (Alves et al. 2012; Di Blasio et al. 2012; Drummond et al.2005; Oliveira & 

Oliveira, 2011) assessed oxygen uptake during exercise by direct form. However, 

Drummond et al.(2005) assessed VO2 only during endurance exercise. These differences 

between methods of evaluation can explained the divergent results. Therefore, the order 

did not appear to be major determinant on oxygen uptake during exercise, when assessed 

by direct form. After exercise, when the endurance is followed by resistance exercises, 

the VO2 post-exercise appear to be influenced for order, although these differences can 

remain altered for few minutes. 

Endurance exercise form 

It is believed that the form as endurance exercise is performed can provoke 

different neuromuscular responses, depending of the movement type used in specific 

exercise. The effort on cycle ergometer is more localized in lower-limbs and could 

attribute peripheral muscle fatigue for it, while treadmill, step and elliptical machine to 

work all body (lower and upper body) and could cause impairments in systemic fatigue, 
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although it is known that this type of exercise does not provoke maximal activation of 

the muscles, and only slight acute decreases in strength and neural activation, dependent 

of the intensity and volume. The present study showed that the endurance exercise form 

(treadmill, cycle ergometer, step or indoor track) performed before or after resistance 

exercise appear does not influenced on oxygen uptake during exercise. From the four 

studies (Beltz et al.2014; Di Blasio et al. 2012; Drummond et al. 2005; Monteiro et 

al.2008) performed on treadmill, three studies (Beltz et al.2014; Drummond et al.2005; 

Monteiro et al.2008) showed significant changes in VO2 and EE during exercise, and 

only Di Blasio et al. (2012) does not presented significant different between order (ER 

or RE) on oxygen uptake. One study (Taipale et al.2015) performed running on indoor 

track and showed significant different between order. When performed on cycle 

ergometer, two studies (Alves et al.2012; Goto et al.2007) did not find difference, while 

Kang et al. (2009) showed higher VO2, but with different intensities. One study was 

performed on step (Vilaça et al. 2016) and not presented difference on VO2. In moment 

after exercise, the endurance exercise form also showed results divergent. Therefore, this 

variable could not be the main variable of this kind of training.  

Intensity 

When CT is performed with the same intensity in endurance and/or resistance 

exercises, the order (ER or RE) appear influence on oxygen uptake during exercise in 

some studies (Beltz et al. 2014; Drummond et al.2005; Taipale et al.2015) even using 

different ways to monitored the intensity, however, only Beltz et al. (2014) assessed 

oxygen uptake during all session, while other studies (Alves et al.2012; Di Blasio et 

al.2012; Goto et al.2007; Vilaça-Alves et al.2016) did not find. The intensity in 

endurance exercises were prescribed by heart rate of reserve (HRR) between 60-85% of 

HRR (Di Blasio et al. 2012; Oliveira & Oliveira, 2011; Vilaça-Alves et al. 2016); 50% 

VO2max (Goto et al.2007 and 70-80% at VO2max (Drummond et al. 2005; Taipale et 

al.2015), 40-75% at VO2peak (Alves et al.2012), and 70% at VO2reserve (Beltz et al.2014), 

while the resistance exercise were controlled by %1RM (Alves et al.2012; Beltz et al. 

2014; Di Blasio et al. 2012; Drummond et al.2005; Taipale et al.2015; Vilaça-Alves et 

al. 2016) or % of determined repetitions (%xRM) (Goto et al.2007; Oliveira & Oliveira, 

2011). These intensities of load in the most studies (Alves et al.2012; Beltz et al. 2014; 
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Drummond et al.2005; Goto et al.2007; Vilaça et al. 2016) utilized 70-75% at 1RM or 

10RM, specific protocol to hypertrophy and higher EE, one study (Di Blasio et al.2012) 

used 55% 1RM in circuit training and one study (Taipale et al.2015) used a mix protocol 

with intensities between 70-85% of 1RM for maximal strength and 30-40% of 1RM for 

power. On the other hand, in study of Kang et al. (2009) that performed two different 

intensities in resistance exercises, high intensity (HI) performed with (3x 12 repetitions 

90% of 8RM with 2 minutes of rest between sets and 3 minutes between exercises) and 

low intensities (LI) was performed with (3x12 repetitions 60% of 8RM with 2 minutes 

of rest between sets and 3 minutes between exercises) followed by endurance exercise 

on cycle ergometer. The results showed that both VO2 and EE were higher in HI as 

compared with LI in women. 

When assessed the VO2 post-exercise, the magnitude and duration were 

divergent. In Oliveira & Oliveira, (2011) VO2 remained increase until 60 minutes after 

exercise, while in Alves et al. (2012); Lira et al. (2007) and Vilaça-Alves et al. (2016) 

until 30 minutes and Drummond et al. (2005) until 20 minutes after exercise. These 

divergent results can be due the different intensities used in studies. 

Volume 

In CT the volume of training is divided in two part, one endurance and other 

resistance, and depending of the total volume could influence in oxygen uptake. When 

the volume is equalized, the results are divergent. Some studies (Alves et al.2012; Di 

Blasio et al.2012; Oliveira & Oliveira, 2011;Vilaça-Alves et al.2016) did not found 

difference between order, but other three studies (Beltz et al. 2014; Drummond et 

al.2005; Taipale et al. 2015) did find significant different between order. On the other 

hand, the EPOC it seems does not be influenced for volume of CT. In the most of studies 

included in this systematic review were performed between 20-30 minutes of endurance 

exercise (Alves et al.2012; Beltz et al.2014; Di Blasio et al.2012; Drummond et al.2005; 

Kang et al. 2009; Lira et al.2007; Oliveira & Oliveira, 2011; Vilaça-Alves et al.2016;), 

one study (Monteiro et al.2008) performed only 3.5minutes of intermittent endurance, 

while Goto et al.(2007) performed 60minutes on cycle ergometer. In resistance exercise, 

the studies considerably differ on volume, from 10 minutes until 45 minutes. These 
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significant differences are due the several variables (sets, repetitions, rest between sets 

and exercise and protocols).  

The total volume of training was different and results were divergent, showing 

that other factors and not exclusively the volume of training can affect oxygen uptake 

during and post-exercise. 

Conclusion 

The current body of scientific literature on CT for adults that assessed oxygen 

uptake during exercise showed divergent results, due the different intensities, volumes, 

endurance exercise forms (treadmill, cycle ergometer and step) and as the training was 

structured [endurance followed by resistance exercise (ER), resistance followed by 

endurance exercise (RE) or divided in blocks of endurance exercise).  

Based in the studies analyzed, it is difficult to explain the influence of the CT on 

oxygen uptake during exercise due several variables used in studies, however, after 

exercise, the VO2 post-exercise appears be higher when resistance exercises are 

performed after endurance exercise or divided in blocks, supporting the idea that EPOC 

can be effective to weight control or loss, although long-time these effects remained 

mostly unknown. 
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Abstract 

Objective: The aim of this systematic review was to analyze the effects of combined 

endurance and resistance training (i.e. endurance and resistance training performed in 

the same training session with alternating exercise sequences or endurance and 

resistance training performed on separate days) on hormone responses and adaptations in 

active adults. 

Methods: The SciELO, Science Citation Index, MEDLINE, Scopus, Sport Discus and 

CINAHL databases were used to locate previous work. The studies were assessed and 

included if they had a minimum score of 5 on Physiotherapy Evidence Database 

(PEDro) scale. 

Results: Sixteen original articles met the inclusion criteria and were included covering 

both acute concurrent responses and concurrent training adaptations in basal hormone 

concentrations of testosterone, growth hormone, cortisol, insulin like growth factor I and 

its binding protein 3. 

Conclusions: This review indicated that the acute hormone responses to the concurrent 

training appeared to be dependent on factors such as exercise volume and intensity, as 

well as exercise protocols rather than the exercise order, which also occurs in concurrent 

training adaptations. Based in the studies analyzed, the active adults can perform 

concurrent training regardless of the order (starting with endurance training or starting 

with resistance training). Given the sensitivity of changes in hormonal concentrations, 

our findings may question the use of hormone concentrations as an acute and chronic 

marker of order training.  

Key words: Hormones, Combined training, Endocrine, Order effect 
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In troduction 

Concurrent training (CT) is commonly defined as a combination of resistance (R) 

and endurance (E) training, performed either in the same training session (starting with 

endurance training, ER; or starting with resistance training, RE), or separately on 

alternating days, often limiting the recovery between subsequent exercise sessions (Bell 

et al., 2000; Bell et al., 1997; Cadore et al., 2012; Cadore et al., 2010; Reed et al., 2013). 

Previous studies showed that prolonged CT may lead to an “interference” phenomenon, 

reflected in impaired neuromuscular adaptations (Hickson, 1980) which are possibly 

attributed to the diverse adaptations typically observed following either type of training 

alone (i.e. cardiorespiratory vs. neuromuscular adaptations)(Fyfe et al., 2014). 

Importantly, the attenuated neuromuscular adaptations are typically observed only 

during a high frequency and volume of combined endurance and resistance training 

sessions (Hickson, 1980; Wilson et al., 2012) but may not be apparent during a low or 

moderate frequency of CT, e.g. consisting of 2-3 weekly sessions of endurance and 

resistance training, respectively (Häkkinen et al., 2003; Mikkola et al., 2011). 

Training-induced changes in physical performance and morphological 

adaptations may be associated with acute exercise induced hormone responses as well as 

chronic changes in basal hormone concentrations (Kraemer & Ratamess, 2005; West & 

Phillips, 2012). Some authors to believe that summed periods of repeated acute exercise 

may induce positive effects in some hormones, such as testosterone total (TT) and 

growth hormone (GH), helping to mediate an increase in muscle protein accretion 

(Phillips, 2014; Solomon & Bouloux, 2006), but these transient hormonal elevations 

may be more critical to hypertrophy adaptations than chronic changes in resting 

hormonal (Schoenfeld, 2013), however, the literature is not clear about it. 

Although the hormonal responses to short bouts of endurance exercise are rather 

similar to those typically observed following hypertrophic strength protocols, their 

physiological function may differ due to the catabolic vs. anabolic nature of both types 

of exercises (Stokes, Gilbert, Hall, Andrews, & Thompson, 2013). Furthermore, 

prolonged endurance exercise may lead to remarkable acute increases in cortisol (C) 

accompanied by reductions in testosterone (T) concentrations, which is in contrast to the 

transient anabolic environment induced by heavy resistance (Tremblay, Copeland, & 

Van Helder, 2005). It is known that endurance and resistance, when combined in the 

same session may lead to a type of “overtraining” response, at least at the level of the 
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hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (Kraemer et al., 1995). While some studies 

performed by active adults showed acute increases in (T) in ER order (Cadore et al., 

2012; Rezaee et al., 2014; Rosa et al., 2015) other studies have reported that ER does not 

provoke this increase in men (Schumann et al., 2013; Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013). 

The dissimilar endurance and resistance induced hormone responses are also 

reflected in long-term adaptations in active adults. Training adaptations following 

prolonged endurance training are characterized by decreased anabolic hormone 

concentrations (Hackney, McMurray, Judelson, & Harrell, 2003) while an increase in 

these hormones may be observed after prolonged resistance training (Ahtiainen, 

Pakarinen, Alen, Kraemer, & Häkkinen, 2003). Whether the differences in hormonal 

responses and adaptations between endurance and resistance training are associated with 

neuromuscular interference when both types of training are performed concurrently has 

not yet been fully elucidated (Bell et al., 2000; Bell et al., 1997; Cadore et al., 2012; 

Eklund et al., 2016b; Karavirta et al., 2011; Kraemer et al., 1995; Schumann et al., 

2014b). Also few studies found alterations in hormonal anabolic or catabolic in long-

term adaptations when performed ER or RE (Kraemer et al., 1995; Mirghani, Alinejad, 

Azarbayjani, Mazidi, & Mirghani, 2014), but most studies have not found changes in 

resting hormonal (Bell et al., 2000; Eklund et al., 2016b; Schumann et al., 2015a; 

Schumann et al., 2014b; Taipale et al., 2010; Taipale et al., 2014). 

While most concurrent endurance and resistance training studies have 

conventionally been performed on separate days, the interaction of endurance and 

resistance induced alterations in hormone concentrations becomes more complex when 

performing both types of exercises with no or short periods (i.e. maximal 10 minutes) of 

recovery between subsequent training sessions. To date only 8 studies have attempted to 

investigate the hormonal responses to concurrent sessions (i.e. ER or RE) (Cadore et al., 

2012; Rosa et al., 2015; Schumann et al., 2013; Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013) and others 

studies have investigated training-order specific adaptations in basal hormone 

concentrations (Eklund et al., 2016b; Kraemer et al., 1995; Schumann et al., 2015a; 

Schumann et al., 2014b; Taipale et al., 2014).  

Since all of the available studies performed by active adults, utilizing specific 

methodologies, measurement procedures and protocols, demonstrate that a scientific 

review of the current literature is required in order to assist practitioners and coaches. 
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Therefore, the aim of this review was to analyze the effect of combined endurance and 

resistance exercises on hormonal responses and adaptations in active adults. 

Methods 
Experimental Approach to the Problem 

The databases used to locate original articles in the scientific literature were: 

SciELO, Science Citation Index, MEDLINE, Scopus, Sport Discus and CINAHL. The 

reviewed studies aimed to examine the acute responses and chronic adaptations 

hormonal during concurrent exercise and training. To search for articles the following 

keywords were used: “response hormonal”, “hormone in exercise”, “endocrine system”, 

“combined exercise”, “concurrent training” and combining with other keywords 

“testosterone”, “cortisol”, “growth hormone”, “strength training”, “resistance training”, 

“endurance training” and “aerobic training”. The last search was performed on August 

01, 2016.  

Inclusionary criteria. Primary research articles were selected if they were a) 

written in English; b) subjects apparently healthy with body mass index (BMI) below of 

30 kg.m2 and age >18 and < 45 years old; c) studies with active adults; d) subjects 

performed combined endurance and resistance exercise in the same session or on 

separated days; e) studies in which the biochemical variables were predominantly 

hormones. Active adults were defined as those subjects who performed physical activity 

at least 3 times a week. 

Exclusionary criteria. a) subjects with acute and chronic diseases; b) subjects 

with BMI above of  30 kg.m2; c) studies performed by athletes or sedentary subjects; d) 

< 18 and > 45 years old; e) studies with no hormonal assessment. 

Endurance training was defined as an exercise that involves major muscle groups 

and which can be maintained continuously for extended periods of time, and is 

rhythmical and aerobic in nature (e.g. running, cycling, walk) and resistance training was 

defined as an activity including free weight and/or in machine, emphasizing dynamic 

exercises involving concentric and eccentric muscle actions, performed to maximal 

strength, hypertrophy and power (Garber et al., 2011).  
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The articles found by our search strategy were read and examined by two 

independent reviewers. The outcomes of each article were recorded, and reference 

sections of all articles were reviewed to identify additional articles meeting inclusion 

criteria. The majority of the articles assessed did not meet inclusionary criteria (no 

hormonal assessment, subjects with pathologies, training studies for elderly, adolescents 

or sedentary) e one article (Rosa et al., 2012) was excluded because data was presented 

in another study (Rosa, Dantas, & Mello, 2011) (Figure 1). 

The Physiotherapy Evidence Database (PEDro) scale was used to assess the 

quality of each study. The PEDro scale was developed to examine and rate internal 

validity (eligibility criteria specified, subjects randomly allocated to groups, concealed 

allocation, groups similar at baseline, blinding of assessors and subjects, point measures 

and measures of variability reported). For this review, a minimum inclusionary score 

was 5. Articles with discrepant component PEDro scores were analyzed by a third, 

independent reviewer.  
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Results 

After analyzing the studies, 16 articles were included in this review. The mean 

PEDro rating was 6.7 out of 10. The most studies failed to achieve PEDro items 

“blinding of subjects and/or assessors”, “concealment of allocation” or “stating random 

allocation”, although it is may not be relevant to training studies. The articles were 

organized into categories (acute and chronic studies) to assist with synthesis (Tables 1-

3). The tables show PEDro scores and summaries of each study.  

Eight studies analyzed acute hormone responses in CT. Although, it is assumed 

that the included studies were controlled for, and the experimental conditions 

standardized, the studies differed considerably with regard to the endurance (intensity, 

volume, continuous or intermittent) and resistance training (sets, repetitions, rest interval 

between sets, intensity, muscle mass recruited and protocols). Two studies (Cadore et 

al., 2012; Rosa et al., 2015) found increase in TT, only in ER, one study (Schumann et 

al., 2013) showed decrease in TT in time of recovery, only in ER order, one study 

(Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013) observed higher increase in ER from pre to post in women 

when compared with RE order, two studies (Goto et al., 2005; Rezaee et al., 2014) no 

showed any changes. In GH concentrations, two studies (Schumann et al., 2013; Taipale 

& Häkkinen, 2013) found higher increase in RE order from pre to post, when compared 

with ER, one study (Rezaee et al., 2014) showed increase, only in ER order, one study 

(Rosa et al., 2015) found increase in both groups. In relation the C concentrations, one 

study (Rosa et al., 2015) showed increase in both groups, one study (Rosa et al., 2011) 

found decrease in both groups, two study (Cruz et al., 2012; Rezaee et al., 2014) also 

found decrease, only in ER order, two studies (Goto et al., 2005; Schumann et al., 2013) 

no present any changes during exercise, but in Schumann et al. (2013) found decrease in 

time of recovery in both groups, one study (Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013) observed 

increase in RE order in men and decrease in ER order in women. When analyzed IGF-1, 

one study (Rezaee et al., 2014) no observed increase during exercise and other study 

(Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013) found increase in both groups, from pre to mid. Two studies 

(Rosa et al., 2015; Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013) found increase in IGFBP-3 

concentrations, only in ER order. 
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Table 1. Acute hormonal responses to concurrent exercise 

Study Training Measurements Results PEDro score 

Rosa et al. 
2015 

E= 32 min intermittent (2 
min LT and 1 min RCP) 
R= 3x10 rep 70% 1RM 
and 1min rest 

Serum TT, C, GH and 
IGFBP-3 at pre and post 
CT 

↑ TT from pre (10 ± 3.4 nmol/l) to post (15.8± 
6.1nmol/l) in ER  
↑ IGFPB-3 from pre (4.9± 0.8ug.ml/l) to post 
(5.7 ± 1.3ug.ml/l)  in ER 
↑ C in both groups  from pre (ER=286.1 ± 
204.1;RE= 511.7 ±  178.5 nmol/l) to post 
(ER= 484.2 ± 180.7;RE= 937.5 ± 426.5 
nmol/l)  
↑ GH in both groups from pre (ER=0.09 ± 
0.08; RE= 0.31± 0.65 ug/l) to post  (ER= 
8.33±  6.1; RE= 8.65 ± 3.9 ug/l)  

 7 

Rezaee et al. 
2014 

E= 30 min cycle 
continuous 70% MHR 
R= 3x10 rep 80% 10RM 

Serum TT, FT, GH, 
IGF-I and Cat pre, after 
and 15min after  

↑ 120% GH from pre to post  in ER 
↑ 14% FT from pre to post in ER 
↓ 24% C from pre to post  in ER 

 6 

Schumann et 
al. 2013 

E= 30min cycle 
continuous 65% 
individual maximal 
watts70 rpm 
R= P( 3x10 rep 40% 
1RM) 
MS (1x3rep 75% 1RM 
and 3x3 rep 90% 1RM) 
H (4x 10 rep 75-85% 
1RM) 

Serum TT, GH, C and 
TSH at pre, mid and 
post CT as well as at 
24h and 48h post CT 

↑ 7% and 10% TT from pre to post in ER and 
RE, respectively, but 
↓ 13% and 11% only in ER from pre to 24h 
and 48h of recovery 
↓ -21% and -26% C in ER and RE, 
respectively, from pre to 24h , and remained ↓ 
-22% and 29% from pre to 48h
↓ -4-fold GH at post compared with mid in
ER
↑ +7-fold GH at post compared with mid in
RE

 7 

Taipale 
&Häkkinen, 
2013 

E= 60min running 
(between LT and RCP) 
R= MS (3x 5-8 rep 70-
85% 1RM) 
P (3x 8-10 rep 30-40% 
1RM) 

Serum TT, C, GH, IGF-
I, IGFBP-3 and SHBG 
at pre, mid, post, 24h 
and 48h post 

↓ TT in RE from pre to 24h in men and  ↑ TT 
from pre to post in women 
↑ C in RE from pre to at post  in men and ↓C 
in ER from pre at post  in women 
↑ GH in RE from pre to post in men 
↑ IGF-I in both groups from pre to mid in men 
↑ IGFBP-3 in ER from pre to post in men 

 7 

Cadore et al. 
2012 

E= 30min cycle 
continuous 75% MHR 
R= 3x 8 rep 75% 1RM 

Serum TT and C at pre, 
mid and post 

↑ TT from pre (15.3± 3.3nmol/l) to post (20.8 
± 4.4nmol/l ), only in ER 

 7 

Cruz et al. 
2012 

E= 50min indoor cycling 
classes 65% VO2 sub. 
R= 3x 20 rep 65% 1RM 

Serum C at pre and post ↓ C from pre (18.1± 5.9mcg/dl) to post (11.8 
± 6.7mcg/dl) in ER 

 6 

Rosa et al. 
2011 

E= 40min indoor cycling 
classes 55-60% MHR 5-7 
OMNI scale 
R= 3x 85% 1RM  

Serum C at pre and post ↓ C in both groups,  from pre (ER=18.6 ± 
5.4nmol/l; RE=14.9± 2.9nmol/l) to post 
(ER=13.7± 4.8 nmol/l; RE== 9.9± 2.2nmol/l) 

 6 

Goto et al. 
2005 

E= 60min cycle 
continuous 50% VO2 

max. 
R= 4x 10 rep 75% 1RM 

Serum C, TT and GH at 
pre and post E, as well 
as 10’, 20’ and 30’ post 
R 

↑ GH from pre (0.6± 0.2ng/ml) to mid (5.9± 
1.2ng/ml), but ↓ at post ( 3.6 ± 1.8ng/ml) 
compared  with mid in ER 

 6 

E=Endurance; R=Resistance; H=Hypertrophy; MS=Maximum strength; POW=power; MHR= Maximum Heart Rate; RM=Maximum repetition; 
Rep = repetition; LT= Lactate threshold; RCP= Respiratory Compensation Threshold; OMNI= Scale for the prescription of cycle ergometer; TT 
= Total testosterone; C=Cortisol; GH= Hormone growth; TSH= Thyroid stimulating hormone; SHBG=Sex hormone binding globulin; IGF-I= 
Insulin-like growth factor I; IGFBP-3= binding protein 3; ↑= Increased; ↓= Decreased; ER=endurance followed by resistance; RE= resistance 
followed by endurance 
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In table 2, from the 4 studies (Bell et al., 2000; Kraemer et al., 1995; Taipale et 

al., 2010; Taipale et al., 2014), only Kraemer et al. (1995) showed chronic changes in 

hormonal concentrations, increasing TT and C after 12 weeks of training in RE order, 

and other 3 studies no showed any changes. When the studies were performed in the 

same day (Table 3), three studies, one with women (Eklund et al., 2016b) and two with 

men (Schumann et al., 2015a; Schumann et al., 2014b) showed no changes in baseline 

concentrations after intervention. One study (Mirghani et al., 2014) observed decrease in 

TT from pre to post and increase in C from pre to post in RE order, after 8 weeks. 

Table 2. Chronic hormonal adaptations to concurrent endurance and resistance training performed on separate days 

Study 
Duration and 

groups 
Training 

Measured hormone 
concentrations 

(measurement time) 

Results PEDro 
scores 

Taipale et al. 
2014 

16 weeks 
GMER 
GWER 
CG 

E= 2-5h running week LT 
R= 1-3 sets/4-10 rep/ 50-70% 
1RM 

TT, TSH and C (week 0, 
8, 12 and 16) 

NC 7 

Taipale et al. 
2010 

22 weeks 
MSE 
POWE 
CTE 

E= 0-4wk=15-30km/4-8wk=22-
43km ↑ VOL/ 8-22wk=31-46km ↑ 
VOL and INT/ AT   
R= MS= 2-3x/4-8/75-85% 1RM 
and 2x/10-15/50-70% 1RM 

 POW= 2-3x6 30-40% 1RM 
 CIR= 3x40-50s 

T and C  (week 0,4,8 and 
22) 

NC 7 

Bell et al. 
2000 

12 weeks 
R 
E 
RE 
CG 

E= 30-42min continuous or 
interval VT or 90% VO2 máx. 
R= 2-6 sets/4-12 rep/ 72-84% 
1RM for HYP 

T, GH and SHBG (week 
0, 6 and 12) 

NC 7 

Kraemer et al. 
1995 

12 weeks 
RE 
URLE 
E 
HIR 

E=2x w 40min continuous 80-
85% VO2máx  
    2x w interval 200-800m 95-
100% VO2máx 
R= 2x w HYP 3 sets 10 rep 

 2x w MS 5 sets 5 rep 

TT and C (week 0, 4, 8 
and 12) 

↑ TT in RE from pre 
(~11nmol/l) to post 
(~16nmol/l)  
↑ C in RE from pre 
(~12 nmol/l) to post 
(~18nmol/l) 

7 

E=Endurance; R=Resistance; MSE=Maximum strength endurance; HYP=Hypertrophy; MS=Maximum strength; POW=power; 
RM=Maximum repetition; rep=repetition; AT=Aerobic threshold; VT=Ventilatory threshold; VOL=volume; INT=intensity; TT=Total 
testosterone; FT=Free testosterone; C=Cortisol; GH= Hormone growth; TSH= Thyroid stimulating hormone; SHBG=Sex hormone 
binding globulin; IGF-I= Insulin-like growth factor I; INS=Insulin; NC=No Changes; ↑= Increased; ↓=Decreased; ER=endurance 

followed by resistance; RE= resistance followed by endurance; GMER= group men endurance followed by resistance;  GWER= group 
women endurance followed by resistance; CG= control group; CTE= circuit training endurance; URLE= upper body resistance and lower 
body endurance; HIR= high intensity resistance. 
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Table 3. Chronic hormonal adaptations to concurrent endurance and resistance training performed in the same training session 

Study 
Durati on 

and groups 
Training 

Measured hormone 
concentrations 

(measurement time) 
Results PEDro scores 

Eklund et 
al. 2016 

24 weeks 
ER 
RE 

E=30-50min continuous 
cycling (65% Wmax at 70 
rpm) and interval training 5min 
altering aerobic and anaerobic 
threshold 
R=POW=3x10/40%1RM 
MS=4x3/75-90% 1RM/3’ rest 
HYP=4x10/75-80% 1RM/2’ 
rest 

TT, GH, C and SHBG 
week 0 and 24) 

NC 7 

Schumann 
et al. 2015 

24 weeks 
E 
ER 

E=4-6 for week continuous 
running (35-45min/ 65-85% 
MHR and interval running(5-
6x 5min or 400-800m 80-85% 
MHR) 
R= 15-20 rep/40-50% 1RM/ 1-
2 rest  

5-12 rep/60-85% 1RM/ 1-
3 rest 

TT, GH, C and SHBG 
(week 0, 12 and 24) 

NC 7 

Schumann 
et al. 2014 

24 weeks 
ER 
RE 

E= 30-50min cycle ergometer 
65% individual maximal 
aerobic power 
R= POW= 3x10/40% 1RM 
MS= 1x3/75% 1RM + 
3x3/90% 1RM 
HYP= 1x10/75% 1RM + 
3x10/80-85% 1RM  

TT, GH, C and TSH 
(week 0 and 24) 

NC 7 

Mirghani et 
al. 2014 

8 weeks 
E 
R 
RE 

E= 16-30min interval running 
65-80% MHR
R= MSE= 2x10/55% 1RM

 HYP= 3x6/85% 1RM 

TT and C (week 0, 4 
and 8) 

↓ TT from pre (18.5 ± 
2.1nmol/l) to post (13± 
3.1nmol/l) in RE 
↑ C  from pre (464.4 ±  
2.3nmol/l) to post (485.5 ± 
1nmol/l) in RE 

6 

E=Endurance; R=Resistance; CT= Concurrent training; MSE=Maximum strength endurance; HYP=Hypertrophy; MS=Maximum strength; 
POW= Power; RM=Maximum repetition; MHR=Maximum heart rate; w=week; rep=repetition; SHR=Steady heart rate; HR= Heart rate; 
VT=Ventilatory threshold; TT=Total testosterone; FT=Free testosterone; C=Cortisol; GH= Hormone growth; TSH= Thyroid stimulating 
hormone; SHBG=Sex hormone binding globulin;  NC=No Changes; ↑= Increased; ↓=Decreased 

Discussion 

The purpose of this systematic review was to analyze the effect of combined 

endurance and resistance exercises on hormone responses and adaptations performed by 

active adults. Although all studies had found some transitory changes in acute hormonal 

concentrations in selected hormones, it is have not been evident in specific order (ER 

and/or RE), thus, the order did not appear to be major determinant for exercise induced 
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changes in hormonal concentrations, and also the changes in hormonal levels are within 

a physiological range, thus, these systemic alterations can be largely irrelevant to chronic 

muscular adaptations (West et al., 2010).  

The most of chronic studies (Bell et al., 2000; Eklund et al., 2016b; Schumann et 

al., 2015a; Schumann et al., 2014b; Taipale et al., 2010; Taipale et al., 2014) no showed 

any alteration in basal hormone concentrations, and few (Kraemer et al., 1995; Mirghani 

et al., 2014) presented changes with different magnitudes in specific hormones, showing 

that the CT promote  little or any chronic adaptations.  

Factors affecting hormonal responses and contributing to the variance of hormonal 

concentrations 

Increased hormonal concentrations following exercise or training present a 

greater likelihood of interaction with receptors on either the target tissue cell membrane 

or with the nuclear/cytoplasmic receptors located within the target tissue (Kraemer & 

Ratamess, 2005). The assessed exercise and training-induced changes in hormonal 

concentrations, however, may be induced by 1) increased or decreased secretion rates as 

a direct effect of alterations within the endocrine system, 2) increased or reduced hepatic 

clearance, 3) alterations in plasma volume or fluid shift or 4) increased or reduced 

degradation rates. 

Transient and chronic changes in hormonal concentrations, however, may also be 

the result of biological variation and factors related to methods of analyze (Hackney & 

Viru, 2008; Kraemer & Ratamess, 2005). Especially biologic variations (i.e. different 

hormonal concentrations due to different sex, race, age, body composition, different 

phases of the menstrual cycle, circadian rhythms and mental health) and the procedural – 

analytic variation (i.e. nutrition, stress and sleep, physical activity, participant posture, 

environment, geographical location, timing of specimen collection, and exercise protocol 

utilized) provide a challenge for comparing the findings originating from different 

studies (Hackney & Viru, 2008). Furthermore, the timing of hormone sampling 

(Hackney & Viru, 2008) appears to be a factor important for the interpretation of 

hormonal results.  
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Both the acute exercise response and chronic training studies included in this 

review exclusively analyzed hormone concentrations of serum obtained from venous 

blood samples. However, the included acute exercise response studies differed 

considerably with regard to the timing of sampling. While in some studies (Cadore et al., 

2012; Schumann et al., 2013; Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013) measurements were conducted 

after both exercise modalities (i.e. after the first and second exercise, mid-point and post, 

respectively), in others measurements were conducted immediately after (or with a short 

delay) the completion of the CT only (Cruz et al., 2012; Rezaee et al., 2014; Rosa et al., 

2015). In order to compare exercise induced responses, hormonal concentrations are 

typically measured immediately after the completion and during recovery following CT. 

However, in order to understand and transient changes in hormone responses observed 

post exercise, in this review we also included hormonal data observed at mid-point (i.e. 

obtained between the two exercises modalities). 

Acute hormonal responses to concurrent exercise 

Acute serum testosterone responses 

Testosterone (T) is an important anabolic steroid inducing gene transcription and 

translation of proteins, eliciting enhanced muscle hypertrophy and maximal strength 

(Hoffman et al., 2009). The acute alterations of testosterone concentrations in response 

to CT with different exercise orders show divergent results. In the study of Schumann et 

al. (2013) a significant increase in TT was observed at mid in ER only, while in the 

study of Cadore et al. (2012) TT increased after the first exercise modality regardless of 

the order (ER and RE). In contrast, in the study of Taipale and Häkkinen (2013) no 

increases in TT after the first exercise modality were observed in either ER or RE, 

neither in men nor women.  

When comparing exercise induced testosterone concentrations obtained 

immediately after the completion of CT, the studies of Cadore et al. (2012) and Rosa et 

al. (2015) in men have reported increased TT concentrations following ER, while in 

other studies TT concentrations were not significantly altered following either exercise 

order (Schumann et al., 2013; Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013). Interestingly, in contrast to 

the findings observed in studies with men, it appears that in women TT concentrations 
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were significantly increased following the ER exercise order (Taipale & Häkkinen, 

2013).  

Similar to the acute exercise responses, also during the recovery measures at 24 

and 48 hours following CT, the available results are contradictory. While Taipale and 

Häkkinen (2013) observed a significant decrease of TT in RE in men, Schumann et al. 

(2013) showed a similar decrease following the reverse order of concurrent exercise. In 

women, TT returned to baseline levels at 24 and 48 hours of recovery following either 

exercise order (Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013).  

When interpreting the results one should keep in mind the effect of different 

exercise protocols and intensities utilized in different studies. It appears that strength 

protocols mainly consisting of hypertrophic-like sets provide higher elevations of TT 

(Cadore et al., 2012) when compared to exercise with sets of explosive and maximal 

strength (Schumann et al., 2013; Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013), which is well in line with 

previous investigations studying the hormonal responses to resistance exercise only 

(Linnamo, Pakarinen, Komi, Kraemer, & Häkkinen, 2005). These findings have 

typically been linked to the greater physiological stress induced by heavy exercise with 

relatively short rest periods (1.5-2 min) as the magnitude of more neuronal resistance 

exercise protocols (i.e. maximal and explosive type of strength protocols) with much 

longer rest periods (3-4 min) has been shown to be much smaller (Kraemer & Ratamess, 

2005; Linnamo et al., 2005).  

Similarly, when R was performed after E (i.e. ER exercise order), it appears that 

larger anabolic responses were observed following protocols aiming for muscle 

hypertrophy(Cadore et al., 2012) and/or a high energy expenditure (Rosa et al., 2015). In 

contrast, it appears that in CT where the strength protocol was focused on maximal and 

explosive strength, significant increases in TT responses were observed after the RE 

exercise only when a moderate-high volume of E was performed [(i.e. 60 minutes of 

running (Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013)] while a smaller volume of endurance [(i.e. 30 

minutes (Cadore et al., 2012; Rosa et al., 2015; Schumann et al., 2013)] did not seem to 

be sufficient to induce increased testosterone concentrations. Other fact may be due the 

intensity of endurance (steady-state at individual lactate threshold and respiratory 

compensation threshold in running (Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013) and (65% of their 

individual maximal watts at 70 rpm in cycling). This phenomenon was confirmed during 

recovery at 24 and 48 hours following CT as in the study of Taipale and Häkkinen 
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(2013) significant reductions were only observed in RE. While the exact meaning of 

reduced hormone concentrations during recovery remains uncertain due to the lack of 

knowledge regarding hormone-receptor interactions (Vingren et al., 2010), this finding 

may underline the increased stress induced by the moderate to high endurance volume 

following a mixed maximal and explosive resistance exercise.  

Acute serum cortisol responses 

Cortisol (C) is a stress-induced catabolic steroid that, in high concentrations, may 

interfere with the processes that promote muscle hypertrophy and may, therefore 

negatively affect chronic strength development (Bell et al., 1997; Izquierdo et al., 2004b; 

Kraemer et al., 1995). As with TT, the exercise induced cortisol responses differed 

considerably between different studies, depending on their designs. Taipale and 

Häkkinen (2013) and Schumann et al. (2013) found no significant changes in C in men 

following either exercise modality at mid-point (after E and R, respectively), while a 

significant increase in C at this time point was observed in the study of Cadore et al. 

(2012), both in ER and RE. In women, only one study investigated the responses of C to 

each modality during CT and no significant increases compared to the baseline values 

were observed, in either exercise order (Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013).  

Following the completed CT, some studies observed a significant decrease both 

regardless of the exercise order (Rosa et al., 2011) and following ER only (Cruz et al., 

2012; Rezaee et al., 2014). On the other hand, other studies observed a significant 

increase in C regardless of the exercise order (Rosa et al., 2015) while the studies of 

Cadore et al. (2012) and Schumann et al. (2013) did not find significant differences 

between baseline and exercise induced changes in C concentrations following either 

exercise order.  

At 24 and 48 hours of recovery in men, Schumann et al. (2013) observed a 

significant decrease in C in both in ER and RE compared to the baseline values, while 

this was not observed by Taipale and Häkkinen (2013). In women, however, a 

significant decrease in C concentrations was observed in RE at 48h (Taipale & 

Häkkinen, 2013). In the study by Cadore et al. (2012) in which a smaller E volume (30 

minutes) at a moderate intensity of 75% of maximum heart rate was used, a significant 
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increase in the C concentrations in both exercise orders was observed at mid, but not 

post.  

The difference in protocols utilized in the reviewed studies should also be 

considered when comparing the acute cortisol responses to CT. In some studies (Cadore 

et al., 2012; Goto et al., 2005; Rosa et al., 2015) the strength protocols were targeted at 

muscle hypertrophy, while in the study of Schumann et al. (2013) a mixed protocol of 

sets aiming for maximal strength, explosive strength and hypertrophy and in the study of 

Taipale and Häkkinen (2013) a mixed maximal and explosive strength protocol was 

used. These protocols when performed with high volume and moderate to high intensity 

with short rest periods have demonstrate greater an acute cortisol response, but not all 

(Hakkinen & Pakarinen, 1993; Kraemer, Noble, Clark, & Culver, 1987).  

Another factor that may have influenced the different results was the time of 

blood sampling. In the study of (Rosa et al., 2011) the collection was not performed 

immediately after the exercise but was performed 10 minutes after the exercise session. 

Similarly, in the study of Goto et al. (2005) blood samples were drawn 10 minutes after 

E. This is in contrast to other studies in which blood samples were collected immediately

after each exercise modality (Cadore et al., 2012; Rosa et al., 2015; Schumann et al., 

2013; Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013). These differences between timing of blood sampling 

can alter the magnitude of the response due the fluid movement to hydrostatic pressure 

(Hackney & Viru, 2008).  

Acute serum growth hormone response 

Human growth Hormone (GH) is a known mediator for anabolic and lipolytic 

processes including mobilization of fatty acids and increases in protein synthesis. Since 

the initial report of Hunter, Fonseka, and Passmore (1965), exercise has been known as 

potent stimulus for increases in GH concentrations and its response to exercise has been 

of major interest in applied exercise sciences. It should be noted that predominantly the 

22 kd monomer of GH has been determined in exercise related studies (Kraemer et al., 

2010) and thus in the present review GH is used as a synonym.  

GH concentrations have been shown to increase in response to both short term 

endurance and heavy resistance exercise (Nindl et al., 2007). When performing CT 
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starting with E, the available studies collectively indicated an initial peak of GH 

concentrations after the E exercise, followed by a subsequent reduction in assessed GH 

levels obtained immediately after the CT (Eklund et al., 2016b; Goto et al., 2005; 

Schumann et al., 2013; Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013). Interestingly, when the reversed 

exercise order was performed, this GH response was not observed (Eklund et al., 2016b; 

Schumann et al., 2013; Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013).  

The attenuation of GH responses following E exercise has previously been 

suggested to be related to the accumulation of free fatty acids in the bloodstream, 

triggered by endurance exercise induced lipolysis (Casanueva et al., 1987; Kok et al., 

2004). This assumption would generally indicate endurance exercises of longer 

durations to be conversely related to GH suppression following a subsequent resistance 

exercise. However, based on the presently available studies, GH response attenuation 

appears to be independent of the duration of the endurance exercise performed (30-60 

min), but GH concentrations it seems to increase linearly (a dose-response relationship) 

with endurance exercise intensity (Kraemer et al., 2010). In resistance exercises, studies 

performed with moderate to high intensity, large muscle mass, high in volume and short 

rest intervals can to produce substantial GH responses (Hoffman et al., 2003; Kraemer et 

al., 1990).  

It should be noted that in the study of Schumann et al. (2013) GH concentrations 

were significantly reduced from mid to post in ER but were still significantly increased 

compared to baseline at post. A similar finding was observed in others studies (Eklund et 

al., 2016b; Rezaee et al., 2014; Rosa et al., 2015). However, only Eklund et al. (2016b) 

assessed GH levels obtained mid and immediately after the CT, and unfortunately in the 

latter two studies no mid measurements were performed and, thus, it cannot be ruled out 

that an attenuation of GH responses occurred after the E exercise.  

Acute insulin like growth factor-I (IGF-I) and binding protein 3 (IGFBP-3) 

responses 

IGF-I is a small polypeptide hormone that is secreted on demand by the liver in 

response to GH-stimulated DNA synthesis (Kahn, Hryb, Nakhla, Romas, & Rosner, 

2002). Although the critical role of the IGF-I system in several fundamental 
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physiological processes including protein synthesis and cellular proliferation has been 

shown by multiple studies (Nindl et al., 2007; Nindl et al., 2009; Nindl & Pierce, 2010) 

its precise function as a mediator for tissue remodeling remains controversial (Nindl et 

al., 2009). Despite the important role as a biomarker for fitness and exercise training, 

studies have often shown no change in circulating IGF-I concentrations during or 

immediately following resistance (Kraemer et al., 1991; Kraemer et al., 1990; Kraemer 

et al., 1995) endurance exercise (Nindl et al., 2009) and concurrent training (Taipale & 

Häkkinen, 2013), but Rezaee et al. (2014) found increase at post in CT. As typically 

only small concentrations of IGF-I are circulating in the blood stream with the largest 

concentrations of IGF-I being located in the interstitial fluid and muscle 

biocompartments (Nindl & Pierce, 2010), thoroughly assessing the effects of exercise on 

IGF-1 responses and adaptations requires advanced technology. 

The difficulties related to the quantification of IGF-I concentrations and its 

controversial acute responses to exercise may be the reason why few studies have 

investigated the IGF-I responses to CT. While in the study of Taipale and Häkkinen 

(2013) significant increases in circulating IGF-I concentrations were observed in men at 

mid in both ER and RE, at post and during recovery of 24 and 48h no significant 

changes in IGF-I concentrations were observed. In contrast, in the study of Rezaee et al. 

(2014) a significant increase in IGF-I post exercise was observed in ER but not RE. 

These different findings of the two studies may be due to the volume of endurance and 

resistance exercise. Rezaee et al. (2014) used a low endurance volume of 30 min steady-

state cycling at moderate intensity (70% of maximal heart rate) and a strength protocol 

targeting at muscle hypertrophy, while Taipale and Häkkinen (2013) used 60 min of 

endurance running at an intensity between the lactate and respiratory compensation 

threshold and a mixed maximal and explosive strength protocol. It should be noted that 

IGF-1 elevations following an acute bout of resistance exercise may be delayed until GH 

synthesis and secretion from the liver can take place (Kraemer & Ratamess, 2005) which 

may explain the different findings of the two studies.  

In women, to the best of our knowledge only one study has examined the acute 

IGF-I responses to CT (Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013). In this study, concentrations of IGF-

I remained statistically unaltered throughout the loading and recovery irrespective of the 

exercise order. This fact may be due to blunted hormonal responses in women, as well as 

for influence of menstrual cycle (O’Leary, Lehman, Koltun, Smith-Ryan, & Hackney, 

2013).  
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While exercise induced disturbances in homeostasis such as plasma volume 

shifts, IGF-I synthesis and release as well as receptor uptake kinetics may account for 

the finding of no significant increases in IGF-I concentrations post exercise and during 

recovery (Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013), methodological limitations may also need to be 

accounted for. As in this study the blood sampling after the completion of the combined 

exercise was limited to one time-point only (i.e. immediately after the completion of the 

exercise), peak concentrations of IGF-I may have not been recorded (Taipale & 

Häkkinen, 2013). Moreover, only circulating IGF-I concentrations were assessed in this 

study, but larger concentrations of IGF-I concentrations may actually be observed in 

saliva, transdermal body fluid, interstitial fluid as well as in muscle, bone and nerve 

tissue (Nindl & Pierce, 2010). Most importantly, however, it has been suggested that the 

impact of acute exercise on the circulating IGF-I system may not be reflected by the 

determined concentrations of IGF-I but rather in the concentrations of its binding 

proteins (IGFBP 1-6). Among these bindings proteins, the serum IGFBP-3 is considered 

as the most important of the carrier proteins for IGF-I. Studies have indicated it as an 

important anabolic biomarker, modulating the interaction with the receptors and 

accounting for 95% of the circulating IGF-I (Tremblay, Copeland, & Van Helder, 2004).  

Indeed the available data showed that circulating concentrations in IGFBP-3 

seem to change independently of circulating IGF-I levels. In the study of Taipale and 

Häkkinen (2013) a significant increase of IGFBP-3 concentrations in men in ER at mid 

and post was observed, while in RE no significant alterations were shown at either time 

point, however, during recovery a significant decrease from post to 48h was observed in 

RE. Although alterations happens during the exercise and in recovery, the concentrations 

of IGFBP-3 appeared to respond similarly with no significant between-group difference 

in men was observed, but when compared men and women a significant difference in 

magnitude of change observed only at post ER. In women, no statistical alterations in 

concentrations of IGFBP-3 were observed in both groups (Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013). 

Importantly, the hormonal responses in women are typically more subtle than in men, 

and also can be influenced by the menstrual cycle (O’Leary et al., 2013). 

These results are somewhat in contrast to a study of Rosa et al. (2015) who used 

a slightly different exercise protocol but observed that the ER order promoted a 

significance increase, whereas a significant decrease was observed in the RE order in 

men. These differences may be due to the distinct methods used in Rosa et al. (2015) and 

Taipale and Häkkinen (2013), resistance (promote a high-energy expenditure vs. 
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maximal and explosive force) and endurance exercises (interval training vs continuous), 

respectively.  

Chronic adaptations in basal hormone concentrations during concurrent training 

The chronic adaptations in basal hormone concentrations have been relatively 

well but inconsistency exists regarding the results of available investigations. Our review 

revealed that only 2 of the 8 included studies showed training-induced alterations in 

basal hormone concentrations of different magnitude and selected hormones (Kraemer et 

al., 1995; Mirghani et al., 2014). For example, Kraemer et al. (1995) observed 

significant increases in TT concentrations from baseline (~11 nmol/l) to post (~16 

nmol/l), following prolonged training, while in the study of Mirghani et al. (2014) TT 

concentrations significantly decreased from baseline (18.53 ± 2.1 nmol/l) to post-

training (13.09 ± 3.1 nmol/l). These differences may be related to the different methods 

used in these studies. Noteworthy is that, the study of Mirghani et al. (2014) that 

spanned over 8 weeks, while the other study used a training duration of at least 12 

weeks. This finding may suggest a biphasic response of training-induced TT 

concentrations and would highlight the need for repeated measurement times during 

prolonged training interventions. This may become especially important when the 

training is performed across several seasons, possibly masking training-induced changes 

in basal hormone concentrations (Stanton, O'Dhaniel, & Huettel, 2011). However, other 

factors should be considered [e.g. the endurance training mode in the study of Mirghani 

et al. (2014) differed considerably from the mode used in the study of Kraemer et al. 

(1995) [low volume and moderate intensity, 16-30 minutes and 65-85% maximal heart 

rate vs. moderate volume and high intensity, 40 minutes and 80-100% VO2max]. 

Similarly, the findings for changes in basal levels of C appeared to parallel those of TT. 

Kraemer et al. (1995) found increase in levels of C from pre, approximately (12 nmol/l) 

to post-training (18 nmol/l), which may perhaps be related to the high volume of both 

endurance and resistance training. These increase in basal hormone concentrations in TT 

and C in study of Kraemer et al. (1995) induced impairments in muscle fiber size, power 

and strength, showing that these increased in C caused catabolic effects, even with 

increase in TT. However, this increase was within a physiological range, and this 

impairment may be due other factors e not exclusively hormone concentrations.  
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In contrast to studies that observed significant changes in basal hormone 

concentrations, the most studies of CT did not find hormonal changes (Bell et al., 2000; 

Eklund et al., 2016b; Schumann et al., 2015a; Schumann et al., 2014b; Taipale et al., 

2010; Taipale et al., 2014). While these studies did not show significant changes in basal 

hormone concentrations post-training, some of these studies showed transient increases 

or decreases during the training period (Schumann et al., 2014b; Taipale et al., 2010). In 

the study of Schumann et al. (2014b) an increase in GH concentrations was observed 

after 12 weeks of training, but not present significant difference baseline at post (24 

weeks), also in the study of Taipale et al. (2010) TT concentrations significantly 

increased in men after 12 weeks but diminished after the completion of the training.  It is 

possible that the periodization, reflected in a progressive increase in volume and 

intensity over time, required more time for the endocrine system to adapt and reach a 

homeostatic state.  

When comparing the results of CT studies, the exercise mode needs to be 

considered. While in some studies E and R were separated into different day session 

(Bell et al., 2000; Kraemer et al., 1995; Taipale et al., 2010; Taipale et al., 2014) in 

others E and R were performed in the same day session (Eklund et al., 2016b; Mirghani 

et al., 2014; Schumann et al., 2015a; Schumann et al., 2014b) either starting with E or R 

training. It appears that when E and R were performed on different days, small increases 

in basal TT concentrations (Kraemer et al., 1995) or no changes (Bell et al., 2000; 

Taipale et al., 2010; Taipale et al., 2014) were observed. It should, however, be noted 

that in the study of Kraemer et al. (1995) the intensity of the resistance (3 sets 10 rep. or 

5 sets 5 rep) and endurance (40 minutes 80-85% VO2max or 200-800 m interval at 95-

100% VO2max) exercise was rather high as the subjects were members of the US Army 

and accustomed to standard military training, which may not be considered a typical 

training program.  

Furthermore, the training programs of these studies included a relatively high 

weekly endurance training volume [(36-46 km in the study of Taipale et al. (2010)] 

possibly adding to the finding that no increases in TT were observed. Importantly, 

however, it should be noted that a high endurance training volume would typically also 

attenuate maximal strength gains (Wilson et al., 2012). While the neuromuscular and 

endocrine systems generally seem to act in a synergistic manner, this finding may 

underline different time-courses for neural and endocrine adaptations, supporting the 

need for a high frequency of measurements during prolonged training studies. 
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When CT was performed during the same day session, the results also showed 

little changes. Only one study have shown changes in hormonal concentrations at post 

(Mirghani et al., 2014), while in others the changes were observed only during the 

training sessions (Eklund et al., 2016b; Schumann et al., 2015a; Schumann et al., 

2014b). Eklund et al. (2016b) not observed increase in basal GH concentrations after 24 

weeks in women. These fact may be due adaptation of the training. On the other hand, in 

the study of Mirghani et al. (2014) a decrease of TT was observed after 8 weeks of 

training. The training program in the latter study was initiated with resistance-endurance 

like loads and progressively increased to hypertrophic-like loads and maximal strength 

training. Furthermore, in the study of Mirghani et al. (2014) an increase in C 

concentrations and during the second half of the training period was found which as a 

result may have contributed to the decrease in TT, however the levels were within a 

physiological range.  

Conclusions 

This review showed that the exercise order of combined endurance and resistance 

training did not appear to be major determinant for exercise and training induced 

changes in hormonal concentrations. The analyzed acute response studies indicated 

exercise volume and intensity as the main variables of exercise that induce hormonal 

environment. While the endurance exercise volume did not seem to play a major role, 

anabolic hormone responses post exercise were typically observed when the strength 

protocol used heavy loads with relatively short rest periods (i.e. hypertrophic exercise), 

irrespective of whether resistance exercise was performed first or second in a training 

session. The hormonal adaptations appeared to be independent on training mode 

performed (i.e. same day or different day session combined) as well as the sex of the 

participants. Given the sensitivity of changes in hormonal concentrations, our findings 

may question the use of hormone concentrations as an acute and chronic marker of 

training.  

Based on the studies analyzed, it is recommended for active adults to practice 

combined training regardless of the order (starting with endurance training or starting 

with resistance training), because the effects on hormone level will be similar. 
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Abstract 

Objective: The aim of the present study was to examine the effect of three different 

sequences of concurrent training on oxygen consumption during exercise, excess post-

exercise oxygen consumption, as well as substrate utilization in active individuals. 

Methods: Sixteen active males performed three experimental trials, randomly, separated 

by 7 days, consisting either of continuous cycle ergometer followed by resistance 

exercises (ER), the reverse order with the resistance exercises followed by cycling (RE), 

or a third protocol consisting of alternating endurance and resistance exercise (AERE). 

The oxygen consumption, volume of dioxide carbon produced per minute, respiratory 

exchange ratio and heart rate were measured in all sessions. A repeated measures 

ANOVA with a Bonferroni post hoc was used to investigate within and between trial 

differences. 

Results: No between-trial differences (p > 0.05) were observed for VO2, EE, HR, and 

RER during exercise between the three treatments. Higher carbohydrate utilization 

occurred during the endurance portion of ER trial from 10:00 to 20:00 minutes as 

compared to the RE trial (p < 0.05). Significant between-trial effects in EPOC were 

observed with ER and AERE conditions stimulating higher responses (p < 0.05) as 

compared to RE.  

Conclusion: These findings suggest that the sequencing of the endurance and resistance 

portions within CT affects EPOC magnitude and alters substrate utilization patterns, 

supports the potential weight control or loss benefit of performing endurance training 

prior to resistance training or quickly alternating their use thoughout a single workout. 

Keywords: Combined training, oxygen uptake, energy expenditure, exercise order 
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In troduction 

The combination of resistance and aerobically-oriented endurance training, 

performed either on the same day or separate days, is typically referred to as concurrent 

training (CT). This training is utilized not only to increase performance related to both 

modalities, but also to improve body composition (Schumann et al., 2014a) via 

increasing energy expenditure (EE) and consequently decreasing body fat (ACSM, 

2013; Alves et al., 2012; Beltz et al., 2014; Di Blasio et al., 2012; Rosa et al., 2015). As 

such, CT has also been recommended as an effective exercise method to control body 

weight (Izquierdo et al., 2004a). 

Endurance training is typically considered the most effective exercise modality to 

provide high, sustained rates of EE, and results in greater capacity to oxidize lipids 

during low to moderate intensity exercise (Brooks, 1997); higher intensity exercise 

increases whole body fat oxidation rates as well (Hetlelid, Plews, Herold, Laursen, & 

Seiler, 2015; Talanian, Galloway, Heigenhauser, Bonen, & Spriet, 2007; Trombold, 

Christmas, Machin, Kim, & Coyle, 2013). Conversely, resistance training promotes 

changes in body composition via increases in lean body mass, which may be important 

in body weight maintenance (Donnelly et al., 2009). 

While the combination of aerobic with resistance exercise in the same session 

provides higher oxygen consumption (VO2) rates during exercise as compared to either 

modality in isolation (Kang et al., 2009; Monteiro et al., 2008), excess post-exercise 

oxygen consumption (EPOC) is lower when compared with resistance exercise alone 

(Drummond et al., 2005).  

EPOC can alter energy metabolism and provoke enhanced lipid oxidation lasting 

at least 24 hours (Jamurtas et al., 2004; Melanson et al., 2002), although such effects 

may be attenuated in trained subjects (Abboud et al., 2013). Various programming 

factors affect the magnitude and duration of EPOC, but exercise intensity contributes 

more to the total variance than exercise duration (Borsheim & Bahr, 2003). 

The exercise order does not appear effect on absolute or relative VO2 during CT 

in some studies (Alves et al.2012; Di Blasio et al.2012;Vilaça-Alves et al.2016), while in 

others may (Beltz et al.2014; Drummond et al.2005; Taipale et al.2015), EPOC may 

(Alves et al., 2012; de Lira et al., 2007; Di Blasio et al., 2012; Drummond et al., 2005; 

Vilaça‐Alves et al., 2016) or may not (Oliveira & Oliveira, 2011) be affected by the 
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sequence of exercise mode. Di Blasio et al. (2012) reports that alternating endurance and 

resistance exercise induced a greater EPOC when compared to all endurance work 

preceded by resistance exercise or vice versa. Conversely, Oliveira and Oliveira (2011) 

show that exercise mode order does not affect EPOC magnitude or duration.  The order 

of CT can also affect metabolic responses during the subsequent exercise when exercises 

are performed successively (Goto et al., 2007). Previous studies have shown that prior 

resistance training will affect fat metabolism during submaximal aerobic exercise (Goto 

et al., 2007; Kang et al., 2009).  

Therefore, the aim of the present study was to examine the effect of three 

different sequences of CT on VO2 during exercise, EPOC, as well as substrate utilization 

in active individuals. 

Method 
Participants 

Sixteen active males participated in the study. Inclusion criteria included the 

following: absence of any acute and/or chronic illness, disease and/or orthopedic injury; 

no apparent contraindications to exercise as assessed via the PAR-Q; a minimum of 6 

months of endurance and resistance exercise performed at least 3 times a week; no 

ingestion of dietary supplements, anabolic steroids, or use any medications that would 

limit exercise capacity. Prior to any measurements, all participants received information 

about possible risks of the study and provided informed consent. The study was 

conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration and approved by Ethics 

Committee of the University of Trás os Montes e Alto Douro, number 33/2015.  

Table 1 – Characteristics of sixteen active male 
Variables Mean ± SD 
Age (years) 23.8 ± 4.2 

Height (cm) 176 ± 4.5 

Weight (kg) 74 ± 7.6 

BMI (kg/m2) 23.2± 2.2 

Body fat estimate (%) 10.7± 2 

VO2máx.(ml/kg/min) 50.4± 5.72 

% VO2máx.(ml/kg/min) at LV2 62.68 ± 5.28 

Load at cicloergometer (watts) 153.1± 23.9 

Smith machine squat 1RM (Kg) 108.1± 14.7 

Free-weight bench press 1RM (Kg) 82.5± 8.1 

Smith machine lunge 1RM (kg) 95± 12.6 

Free-weight barbell rows 1RM (Kg) 73.7± 7.1 
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Measures 

Anthrop ometric and body composition 

Height and weight were measured using a Filizola® digital scale with 

anthropometer (Filizola, Brazil) and body mass index (BMI) was calculated 

(BMI=Mass/Height2). To assess body composition, a skinfold caliper (Harpenden, 

British Indicators Ltd, UK) was utilized with a three site protocol outlined by Jackson 

and Pollock (1978) and in accordance with the International Society of Advancement of 

Kinanthropometry (ISAK).  

Metabolic measurements 

For all sessions, participants arrived between 0730-0800 to the laboratory with a 

minimum of 48 hours since any intense physical activity and 10 hours fasting.  

Participants laid for 30 minutes in an isolated room with controlled ambient temperature 

(21-23ºC) and air relative humidity (average 55%) with the lights dimmed.  

All metabolic measurements were made using indirect calorimetry via Cosmed® 

K4b2 (Cosmed® K4b2, Cosmed, Rome, Italy); only the last 10 minutes of collection were 

used to represent the baseline resting data. The VO2, volume of dioxide carbon produced 

per minute (VCO2), respiratory exchange ratio (RER) and heart rate (HR) were 

measured in all sessions (pre-exercise, exercise session and post-exercise sessions). 

Expired gases were collected and averaged in 20-second intervals. HR was measured 

continuously during all metabolic data collection using a HR monitor (Polar Wireless 

Electrode double, Kempele, Finland). Immediately after the exercise sessions, 

participants returned to the room to assess EPOC in the same manner baseline 

measurements were made.  

Calculations 

VO2 and VCO2 data were used to calculate total EE. The rates of substrate 

oxidation fat and carbohydrates were calculated for resting conditions from gas 
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exchange measurements according to the non-protein respiratory quotient (Péronnet & 

Massicotte, 1991):  

Fat = 1.695 x VO2 – 1.701 x VCO2 (Equation 1) 

Carbohydrate = 4.585 x VCO2 – 3.226 x VO2 

During the endurance portion of the exercise session, VO2 and VCO2 values were 

collected as the average of 10 minutes periods throughout the entire 30 minute duration. 

The post-exercise fat and carbohydrate consumption were averaged at five minutes until 

30 minutes of recovery were reached. 

Meals 

The participants were instructed to replicate the similar food consumption 

patterns in the three days before the exercise sessions and to abstain from consumption 

at 2200 hours prior to testing days. After baseline testing, the participants consumed a 

standard breakfast composed of 300ml of orange juice and an energy bar (Pro-Plex, All 

Stars Fitness products, Peibenberg, Germany) containing 35 grams of protein.  

Aerobic Capacity Testing 

The participants performed a maximal graded exercise test on the cycle 

ergometer (SCIFIT®, ISO1000, United Kingdom) to determine ventilatory threshold 

(VT2) and VO2max. The test started with a workload of 50 Watts and a cadence of 60-70 

RPM; workload was increased by 25 Watts each minute until the participants reached 

volitional exhaustion or cadence could not maintained over 60 RPM (Alves et al., 2012). 

VT was determined by visual assessment of ventilation, VO2 and VCO2 by two 

evaluators in a manner previously published (Gaskill et al., 2001); a third evaluator was 

used in the case of disagreement. 
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Strength Testing 

Two familiarization sessions took place prior to one repetition maximum (1RM) 

testing.  The 1RM test was determined in less than five attempts with a rest interval of 

five minutes between attempts. A 10 minute rest period was provided prior to a new 

exercise in accordance with the protocol described by W.J. Kraemer, Fry, Ratamess, and 

French (1995). Strength testing was performed in the following order: Smith machine 

squat, free-weight bench press, Smith machine lunge and free-weight barbell rows 

(Paramount Fitness Corp., LA, EUA). Velocity of lifting was controlled at 40 beats/min 

(e.g., each concentric or eccentric contraction took 1.5 seconds) with the use of an 

electronic metronome (Korg MA-30, Melville NY, USA).  

Exercise Sessions 

Each participant completed three experimental trials consisting either of 30 

minutes of continuous cycle ergometry followed by four resistance exercises (ER), the 

reverse order with the four resistance exercises followed by 30 minutes of cycling (RE), 

or a third protocol consisting of alternating endurance and resistance exercise (AERE). 

In the latter, 10 minutes of cycling was followed by two resistance exercises (smith 

machine squat, free-weight bench press). Next, a ten minutes of cycling was followed by 

the two remaining resistance exercises (smith machine lunge and free-weight barbell 

rows) and concluded with an additional 10 minutes of cycling. The participants had five 

minutes of rest between modes of exercise in the ER and RE trials, while the rest period 

in the AERE trial was provided after the first block (i.e., 10 minutes aerobic plus 2 

strength exercises) of training. Participants performed all three sessions, separated by 7 

days, at the same time of day with identical workloads and durations. Treatment order 

was randomized to minimize the influence of potential order effects. 

The endurance exercise was performed on the cycle ergometer at an intensity 

comparable to VT2 for 30 minutes continuously (ER or RE) or 3 blocks of 10 minutes 

(AERE). The participants maintained a cadence of 60-70 RPM throughout of the 

exercise.  

The resistance exercise session consisted of 3 sets of 10 repetitions at 70% 1RM 

with a 60 second rest interval between sets and exercises.  Lifting velocity was 
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controlled for with a cadence at 40 beats/min. The exercises were performed in the same 

sequence as 1RM testing. 

Statistical Analyses 

Data were checked for normality, homogeneity and sphericity by a Shapiro-Wilk 

test, Levene’s test and Mauchly’s test, respectively. A repeated measures ANOVA with 

a Bonferroni post hoc was used to investigate within and between trial differences. 

Statistical significance was set a priori at p <0.05. All statistical analyses were 

conducted using SPSS 22.0 (IBM, Armonk NY, USA). 

Results 

Pre-exercise VO2, VCO2, HR, RER, fat utilization and carbohydrate utilization 

(Table 2) did not significantly differ (p > 0.05) between conditions.  

Table 2: Baseline values of the absolute and relative VO2, VCO2, HR, RER, F and C (n=16). 

Session 
VO2 

(ml.kg.min -1) 
VO2 

(L.min-1) 
VCO2 

(L.min-1) 
HR 

(b.min-1) 
RER 

F 
(g.min-1) 

C 
(g.min-1) 

ER 
(mean ± SD) 

4.17 ± 0.35 0.30 ± 0.02 0.28± 0.03 54.84 ± 5.39 0.90± 0.09 0.05± 0.01 0.13± 0.01 

RE 
(mean ± SD) 

4.36 ± 0.44 0.32 ± 0.04 0.30 ± 0.04 54.33 ± 4.14 0.90± 0.08 0.05± 0.01 0.13± 0.01 

AERE 
(mean ± SD) 

4.50 ± 0.47 0.34 ± 0.04 0.28 ± 0.02 54.46 ± 5.88 0.92± 0.07 0.05± 0.01 0.13± 0.01 

ER= Endurance followed by strength; RE= Strength followed by endurance; AERE= Alternating endurance strength exercise; 
HR= heart rate; RER= respiratory exchange ratio; F= fat; C= carbohydrate 

When the endurance and resistance portions of the exercise bouts were compared 

in 10 minute segments (Tables 3 and 4, respectively), higher carbohydrate utilization 

occurred during the endurance portion of ER trial from 10:00 to 20:00 minutes as 

compared to the RE trial (p < 0.05). No between-trial differences were found for 

resistance exercise segments (p > 0.05). 
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Table 3: Mean values and SDs of relative and absolute VO2, EE, % VO2 in exercise, HR, RER, F and C during endurance exercise in 3 
different sessions (n=16). 

Session Part 
VO2 

(ml.kg.min-1) 
VO2 

(L.min -1) 

%VO2 in 
exercise 

(ml.kg.min-1) 

EE 
(Kcal) 

HR 
(b.min -1) 

RER 
F 

(g.10min) 
C 

(g.10min) 

ER Part I 31.09 ± 4.12 2.28 ± 0.26 61.31 ±  4.65 114.18 ± 13.03 146.22 ± 12.14 1.09 ± 0.10 3.44 ± 0.38 10.77 ± 1.92 

Part II 32.39 ± 4.54 2.39 ± 0.29 62.55 ± 4.69 119.50 ± 14.65 157.24 ± 11.52 0.99 ± 0.11 3.63 ± 0.43 10.33 ± 2.11* 

Part III 31.08 ± 3.39 2.30 ± 0.23 61.12 ± 4.18 116.19 ± 11.29 159.57 ± 9.98 0.96 ± 0.11 3.52 ± 0.35 9.59 ± 1.71 

Total 31.52 ± 3.99 2.33 ± 0.25 61.66 ± 4.50 349.87± 38.97 154.32 ± 10.92 1.01 ± 0.11 10.60 ± 1.17 30.70 ± 5.62 

RE Part I 30.15 ± 4.57 2.16 ± 0.33 60.43 ± 4.98 108.28 ± 16.77 154.00 ± 10.67 0.97± 0.15 3.30 ± 0.51 9.02 ± 2.37 

Part II 29.19 ± 5.08 2.10 ± 0.38 59.56 ± 5.36 108.41 ± 14.77 156.98 ± 10.06 0.93 ± 0.14 3.23 ± 0.60 8.45 ± 1.80* 

Part III 28.83 ± 4.76 2.08 ± 0.36 59.18 ± 5.04 104.46 ± 18.12 154.98 ± 10.05 0.94 ± 0.13 3.20 ± 0.56 8.36 ± 1.80 

Total 29.39 ± 4.69 2.12 ± 0.35 59.72 ± 5.12 321.15 ± 49.66 155.33 ± 9.82 0.95 ± 0.14 9.74 ± 1.64 25.85 ± 5.71 

AERE Part I 31.16 ± 3.71 2.28 ± 0.32 61.41 ± 4.51 114.09 ± 16.44 141.66 ± 10.27 1.04 ± 0.17 3.46 ± 0.52 10.11 ± 2.28 

Part II 30.13 ± 3.67 2.19 ± 0.26 60.31 ± 4.27 109.78 ± 13.40 155.38 ± 11.19 0.93 ± 0.13 3.33 ± 0.44 9.64 ± 1.84 

Part III 29.84 ± 3.28 2.16 ± 0.21 60.00 ± 3.98 104.72 ± 4.68 158.87 ± 11.84 0.93 ± 0.14 3.30 ± 0.34 8.95 ± 1.42 

Total 30.38 ± 3.25 2.21 ± 0.23 60.57 ± 4.25 328.59 ± 34.52 151.72 ± 10.61 0.96 ± 0.15 10.10± 1.20 28.71 ± 5.42 

ER= endurance followed by resistance exercise; RE= Resistance followed by endurance exercise; AERE= Alternating endurance-resistance
exercise; HR = heart rate; RER = respiratory exchange ratio; F = fat; C = carbohydrate  
*p<0.05

Table 4: Mean values and SDs of relative and absolute VO2, EE, HR and RER during resistance exercises 
in 3 different sessions (n=16). 

Session Part 
VO2 

(ml.kg -1.min -1) 
VO2 

(L.min -1) 
EE 

(Kcal) 
HR 

(b.min -1) 
RER 

ER Part I 19.26 ± 1.44 1.41± 0.17 63.67 ± 7.66 141.85 ± 12.62 1.20 ± 0.20 
Part II 20.13 ± 1.47 1.50 ± 0.20 64.19 ± 8.22 149.11 ± 11.92 1.07 ± 0.14 
Total 19.69 ± 1.33 1.46 ± 0.18 127.86 ± 15.88 145.48 ± 11.82 1.13 ± 0.16 

RE Part I 18.36 ± 2.06 1.33 ± 0.20 60.07 ± 9.10  118.37 ± 9.12 1.21 ± 0.25 
Part II 20.57 ± 2.32 1.49 ± 0.19 63.90 ± 7.65 137.84 ± 10.24 1.05 ± 0.18 
Total 19.46 ± 2.08 1.41 ± 0.19 123.97 ± 16.75 128.10 ± 9.43 1.13 ± 0.21 

AERE Part I 20.44 ± 2.14 1.49 ± 0.25 67.41± 11.36  134.26 ± 12.93 1.13 ± 0.21 
Part II 21.17 ± 2.08 1.54 ± 0.21 66.75 ± 8.45 145.84 ± 14.95 0.98 ± 0.13 
Total 20.81 ± 1.97 1.52 ± 0.22 133.16 ± 19.81 140.05 ± 13.71 1.06 ± 0.16 

ER= endurance followed by resistance exercise; RE= resistance followed by endurance exercise; AERE= 
Alternating endurance resistance exercise; VO2= oxygen uptake; EE= energy expenditure; HR = heart 
rate; RER = respiratory exchange ratio  

No between-trial differences (p > 0.05) were observed for VO2, EE, HR, and 

RER during exercise between the three treatments (Table 5). 

Table 5: Mean values and SDs of relative and absolute VO2, EE, HR and RER during all session exercise 
in 3 different sessions (n=16). 

Session 
EE 

(kcal) 
VO2 

(ml.kg -1.min -1) 
VO2 

(L.min -1) 
HR 

(b.min -1) 
RER 

ER 477.73 ± 54.85 25.60 ± 2.15 1.89 ± 0.17 149.89 ± 10.49 1.07 ± 0.13 
RE 445.12 ±  66.41 25.13 ± 2.76 1.82 ± 0.24 143.25 ± 10.31 1.02 ± 0.16 

AERE 461.75 ± 54.33 26.62 ± 1.93 1.89 ± 0.22 148.36 ± 12.20 1.00 ± 0.15 
ER= endurance followed by resistance exercise; RE= resistance followed by endurance exercise; AERE= 
Alternating endurance resistance exercise; VO2= Oxygen uptake; EE = energy expenditure; HR = heart 
rate; RER = respiratory exchange ratio  
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For all conditions, the post-exercise VO2 remained elevated for 30 minutes above 

baseline values (p < 0.05), however the magnitude was different. Significant between-

trial effects in EPOC were observed with ER and AERE conditions stimulating higher 

responses (p < 0.05) as compared to RE. 

Post-exercise fat utilization showed significant difference (p > 0.05) between 

conditions, ER showed higher fat oxidation than RE until 20 minutes, but all orders 

remained elevated for 30 minutes in all conditions as compared to baseline values. Also 

were observed differences between-trial in carbohydrate utilization, ER showed higher 

oxidation until 15 minutes as compared RE (p=0.034) and AERE (p=0.043), but all 

remained increased until 30 minutes post-exercise..  

Figure 1: Data represent oxygen uptake, fat and carbohydrates over 30 minutes of recovery. 
*=Significant from Pre, += ER and AERE were significantly greater than RE; #=ER was significantly 
greater than RE; §= ER was significantly greater than RE and AERE. P<0.05. 
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Discussion 

Our research adds important data to the literature about concurrent workout 

organization and both substrate utilization and energy consumption, as a continuous 

record of gas consumption was made from the beginning to post-workout period. The 

high standardized research protocol is an important starting point to obtain valid 

information from our results. One important outcome is that concurrent workout 

organization (i.e. ER, RE, AERE) does not significantly affect total energy expenditure 

and substrate utilization of the workout, when exercise intensity is settled at ventilatory 

threshold, for the endurance part, and at 70% of 1 RM for the resistance part.  

Therefore, the analytical analysis of each session (i.e. endurance and resistance 

session) underlines the presence of a different C consumption, from tenth to twentieth 

minute, according to the order of the execution of endurance and resistance session: in 

the cited period, ER seems to elicit higher C consumption than RE, during the endurance 

phase, without a different total energy expenditure. The analysis of our data suggests 

that endurance session, settled at ventilatory threshold, when practiced after a resistance 

session, settled at 70% of 1 RM with a cadence at 40 – b.min-1, could elicit a higher use 

of protein as energetic substrate respect when endurance session precedes resistance 

session, and when they are alternated every 10 minutes. Therefore, as the observed 

difference is only about C and not F, during a workout having the same intensity and 

duration, the lowest C value, without a significant F increase, suggests the significant 

increase of the role of protein as energetic supplier to maintain the performance during 

an aerobic/anaerobic training requiring a fast provision of energy. It is conceivable to 

think that during the resistance workout, involving big muscle masses, the stocks of 

glycogen were partially depleted, so, when they are necessary to sustain the endurance 

session at ventilatory threshold, in order to maintain the quality and quantity of the 

performance, body adopts an emergency strategy, i.e. to partially change the 

composition of energetic blend. This means to continue the exercise session, without a 

reduction of the performance in the short period; but this could also mean to partially 

reduce the EPOC, as an increased use of protein means a reduced “active” tissue.  

When we analyzed post-exercise data, we observed that the three experimented 

workout organization determined different magnitude of excess post-exercise oxygen 

consumption. NotwithstandingVO2 remained elevated for 30 min above baseline values, 

in all cases, ER and AERE determined a higher magnitude respect RE. This result 
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supports what we stated in the lines above and confirmed what Di Blasio et al. (2012) 

have found in women, i.e. the RE scheduling elicited the lowest EPOC respect to ER and 

AERE scheduling. Remembering the workouts data, i.e. the fact that the experimented 

workouts did not elicited a different relative and absolute VO2, VCO2, HR, RER and F, 

a possible explanation of our post-exercise results could be furnished not only by the 

hypothetical negative impact of the increased protein utilization on metabolism, but also 

by Lundberg, Fernandez-Gonzalo, Tesch, Rullman, and Gustafsson (2016) findings. 

They found that aerobic exercise may boost the hypertrophic response to short-term 

resistance training. Indeed they explored the effects of an acute aerobic exercise session 

on the transcriptional response to subsequent resistance exercise session having similar 

characteristics of our exercise protocols. They found that an exhaustive aerobic exercise 

insult is able to alter the skeletal muscle transcriptional signature of resistance exercise 

to initiate important gene programs, promoting both myofiber growth and improved 

oxidative capacity, when performed prior to resistance exercise.  

We also observed that fat oxidation post-exercise was significantly higher in ER 

compared RE until 20 minutes, showing that even after end of session the resistance 

exercise the participants remained spend more fat than reverse order, although three 

orders remained increase until 30 minutes post-exercise. In the same sense, the ER 

showed carbohydrate oxidation significantly higher than RE and AERE until 15 minutes 

and three orders remained increase until 30 minutes. These findings support that given 

exercise intensity carbohydrate and fat oxidation maintained elevated for 30 minutes. 

This increase may be due to muscle fiber recruitment, particularly in type II fibers ( 

Gibala and McGee, 2008), increase in hormonal level (cortisol, growth hormone) (Fry 

and Kraemer, 1997). Other fact can be due VCO2 after exercise, mainly after resistance 

exercise that can explained these differences between orders. 

Therefore, it is conceivable to think that this found increased activity needs 

metabolic support, partially or totally explaining the differences we found. As there are 

no studies comparing the effects of different concurrent workouts on muscle 

transcriptome profile modifications and as there is little literature about EPOC and 

concurrent training organization, in this manuscript, we could only present our 

deduction. Meanwhile we are waiting the results of more complex and complete studies 

merging the investigation of the effects of workout organization on muscle 

transcriptome profile, oxygen and excess post-exercise oxygen consumption, together 

with substrate utilization in each session, in order to know if workout organization has a 
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causal effect on body remodeling, energy expenditure and substrate utilization, 

independently from exercise duration and intensity. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, logical constraits are further necessitating investigations related to 

the time efficiency of exercise routines. CT is often utilized in various settings to 

maximize adaptation responses in limited time. The results of the present study suggest 

that the sequencing of the endurance and resistance portions within CT affects EPOC 

magnitude and mildly alters substrate utilization patterns. While the practical importance 

of EPOC elevations remains mostly unknown as chronic training studies designed to 

manipulate EPOC are lacking, the present study supports previous findings regarding the 

potential weight control or loss benefit of performing endurance training prior to 

resistance training or quickly alternating their use thoughout a single workout. 
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Study 4. Concurrent training order does not influence the acute hormonal 

responses in recreationally active young males 
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Abstract 

Objective: The aim of this study was to examine the effects of concurrent training in 

acute hormonal responses and recovery utilizing three different orders of exercises. 

Methods: Twelve active young men were watched on three sessions in random order: 

endurance followed by resistance exercises (ER), resistance exercises followed by 

endurance (RE) or alternating endurance-resistance exercises (AERE) separated by 1 

week. Testosterone total (TT), free testosterone (FT), cortisol (C), growth hormone (GH) 

and insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 3 (IGFBP-3) were measured at pre, 

middle, immediately post, 15post, 24, 48 and 72hours post each session. Statistically 

data were analyzed with repeated measures ANOVA (Bonferroni post hoc) and to non-

parametric was used (Wilcoxon-signed-rank test) and (Mann-Whitney U-test).  

Results: No between-session difference in acute hormonal concentrations during 

exercise and in time course of recovery, however, there were some fluctuations. TT 

(nmol/L) decreased from pre (19.80 ± 4.85) to mid (18.49 ± 5.24) and remained reduced 

at 15post (19.60± 11.61, p<0.05) only in RE. GH (ug/L) increased significantly from pre 

(0.09 ± 0.03; 0.18 ± 0.21) to mid (2.65 ± 4.12; 2.77 ± 4.73) and to post (11.97 ± 12.86, 

11.99 ± 11.32) in RE and AERE, respectively, while ER increased from pre (0.22 ± 

0.40) to mid (7.43 ±  6.49), but not from mid to post. C (nmol/L) increased significantly 

from pre (374.81± 125.97) to post (611.73± 156.63) in AERE. IGFBP-3 (mg/L) 

increased significantly from pre (5.14 ± 1.48) to post (5.96 ± 1.85, p<0.05) only in 

AERE session. FT (pmol/L) remained stable throughout.  

Conclusions: This study showed that exercise order of combined endurance and 

resistance exercises does not influenced the hormonal concentrations during exercise and 

in time of recovery in active young men. 

Keywords: combined training, serum hormones, recovery, cycling, resistance exercises 
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In troduction 

The combined endurance and resistance exercises, in the same sessions or in 

different day, usually called concurrent training (CT) (Reed et al., 2013) have been 

recommended for adults and athletes from different sports modality to promote the 

specific motor capacities of the resistance training and endurance training (Wilson et al., 

2012). The CT is also a methodology that is very used in gym for promote the energy 

expenditure in people that aimed lost weight (Alves et al., 2012). However, the CT can 

provoke acute fatigue neuromuscular (reduced strength and power of muscles) (Hickson, 

1980) and changes in endocrine system (acute increase or decrease in anabolic and 

catabolic hormones) (Cadore et al., 2012; Eklund et al., 2016b; Rosa et al., 2015; 

Schumann et al., 2013; Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013). 

Some hormones, as testosterone (T) and cortisol (C) have been used as 

physiologic markers to reflect training adaptations of the endocrine system (Kraemer et 

al., 1995) and have shown to alter the dynamic balance between anabolic and catabolic 

stimuli in muscle, during endurance or resistance exercises and in time course of the 

recovery (Schoenfeld, 2013). However, in CT can provide transiently increase hormone 

concentrations, and these acute alterations in hormone concentrations can be 

predominantly catabolic, that could promote an unfavorable environment to maintain or 

development of muscle mass (Kraemer et al., 1995).  

The manipulation of the variables in CT can influence the acute and chronic 

responses, and one of these variables is the order of the endurance exercise in relation to 

the resistance exercise [endurance followed by resistance exercise (ER) or resistance 

exercise followed by endurance (RE)]. The acute hormonal responses to the CT order 

was observed for several authors (Cadore et al., 2012; Rosa et al., 2015; Schumann et 

al., 2013; Taipale & Häkkinen, 2013) and their results are divergents. Some studies  

(Cadore et al.2012; Rosa et al. 2015) have demonstrated increase in total testosterone 

(TT) when endurance is followed by resistance exercise, while others (Schumann et 

al.2013; Taipale & Hakkinen, 2013) have reported no difference in this order. These 

differences may be due several variables and combinations used in CT such as: high or 

low volume and intensity (endurance or resistance), protocols in endurance (continuous 

or interval) and resistance (maximal strength, hypertrophy and power), background of 

subjects, age, sex, etc. Based on these findings it is reasonable to suggest that the same 

subjects perform the different orders, in a counter-balanced and randomized manner, 
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with variables that can contribute to shift endocrine system in favor of the anabolic state 

following CT. 

Although most studies have assessed the magnitude of changes in hormonal 

concentrations during exercise or immediately after (Cadore et al., 2012; Rezaee et al., 

2014; Rosa et al., 2015), only a few investigators have collected data also on time 

recovery processes until 48 hours after CT (Eklund et al., 2016; Schumann et al., 2014; 

Schumann et al., 2013; Taipale and Hakkinen, 2013). In the studies, changes in 

hormonal concentrations compared with baseline values were observed, but again results 

were divergent. Taipale and Häkkinen (2013) C concentrations remained unaltered at 

recovery of 48 hours after exercise in men of both groups (ER and RE), but TT 

concentrations remained decreased at 24 and 48 hours after exercise only in RE, while in 

studies of (Schumann et al., 2013; Schumann et al., 2014b) showed that the TT and C 

concentrations remained decreased at 24 and 48h after exercise in men both groups. 

Although this is valuable information, because TT concentrations maintain decreased at 

48 hours after exercise, it is necessary to examine the hormonal concentrations over a 

more extensive period to observe the time course required to return the baseline values, 

considering that TT could help in maintain or increase muscle protein accretion, and if 

the CT order can influence in the hormonal concentrations after exercise. Moreover, to 

the best our knowledge, no study have investigated the hormonal environment through 

72h after a CT exercise session. 

Therefore, the aim of this study was to examine and compare the acute serum 

hormone responses through 72 hours post exercise to three different CT orders session in 

active young men. 

Methods 
Participants 

The participants were recruited at University through newspaper and visits in 

classroom of several courses. After participants expressed their interest in the study, 12 

recreationally active men (age 23.7 ± 4.1 years; height 177.6 ± 4.5 cm; weight 74.1 ± 7.2 

kg; body fat estimate 10.5 ± 1.8 % and maximal oxygen uptake (VO2máx), 50.4 ± 6.2 

mL.kg.min-1) participated in this study. Participants had performed strength and 

endurance exercise at least 3 times a week, for a minimum of 6 months prior to the start 
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of the study. All included subjects have not acute and chronic illness and did not report 

use of medications or food supplements and /or anabolic steroid that could 

contraindicate the performance of exercise or interfere with endocrine function. The 

subjects were informed about the design of the study and also the possible risks and 

discomfort related to the procedures. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee 

of the University, number 33/2015, and it is in accordance with the Declaration of 

Helsinki.  

Research design 

A cross-over design was used to investigate the acute responses and recovery to 

combined endurance and strength with different orders [i.e., endurance followed by 

resistance (ER); resistance followed by endurance (RE) or alternating endurance 

resistance exercise (AERE) in 3 blocks. All participants performed the 3 different orders 

randomly, with identical loadings in terms of intensity and volume and preceded to the 

laboratory for a total of 5 weeks. In the first week, the participants signed the written 

consent form, and their anthropometric characteristics were evaluated and performed the 

familiarization with the measurements procedures and equipment. In the second week, 

the participants performed a maximal increment test to determinate the VO2max and 

second ventilatory threshold (VT2) during a graded cycle ergometer.  

After 24h the 1RM test was performed for all resistance exercises (smith machine 

squat, free-weight bench press, smith machine lunge and free-weight barbell rows) to 

prescribe the resistance training intensity and 72h was performed the reteste of 1RM. In 

next three weeks, the participants arrived at 7:30- 08:00 in laboratory and laid supine for 

20 minutes and after 10ml of blood was collected (Pre). After, the participants consumed 

a standard breakfast composed of 300ml of orange juice and an energy bar (Pro-Plex, 

All Stars Fitness products, Peibenberg, Germany) containing 35 grams of protein and 

50cl of water, and waited 45 min before starting the session. According the order the 

participants performed ER (30 minutes continuous on cycle ergometer followed by 

resistance exercises) or RE (resistance exercises followed by 30 minutes continuous on 

cycle ergometer) or AERE [(10 minutes continuous on cycle ergometer followed by two 

resistance exercises (smith machine squat, free-weight bench press) plus 10 minutes 

continuous on cycle ergometer followed by two resistance exercises (smith machine 
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lunge and free-weight barbell rows) and finalizing with 10 minutes continuous on cycle 

ergometer. After first mode of exercise (ER or RE) or in case AERE, after the first block 

of ER, participants had 5 minutes rest, and this time the blood was obtained (Mid). After 

they restart with other mode and immediately after completed combined session (Pos) 

and 15 minutes later (15Pos) the blood was collected again. The same measurements 

were conducted after recovery of 24 hours, 48 hours and 72 hours from the end of the 

completely session. The interval between sessions was of 7 days. These measurements 

were conducted at the following time points and are shown in (Figure 1).  

Measurements 

Body composition 

The body mass and height were measured using Filizola® digital scale with 

antropometer and body fat was estimate from measurements of skinfolds thickness, 

using a skinfold caliper (Harpenden, British Indicators Ltd, UK). A 7-site skinfold 
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equation was used to estimate the body fat and all measurements were performed by 

experienced evaluator (Jackson & Pollock, 1978).  

One repetition maximum (1RM) test 

Maximal strength was assessed using the 1RM test in smith machine squat, free-

weight bench press, smith machine lunge and free-weight barbell rows (Paramount 

Fitness Corp., LA, EUA). In the first week, at the prior test, the participants were 

familiarized with all the procedures. Before attempting 1RM, the participants performed 

a warm-up with specific movements for the exercise test. The maximal load was 

determined in a maximum of 5 attempts. A 5 minute rest was allowed between attempts 

and 10 minutes rest to start next exercise and the time for each contraction (concentric 

and eccentric) was 3 seconds, controlled by an electronic metronome (Korg MA – 30, 

Korg, New York, EUA) In all exercises were used the protocol described by W.J. 

Kraemer et al. (1995). 

Endurance test 

The VT2 and VO2max were determined using a graded protocol on the cycle 

ergometer (SCIFIT ®, ISO1000, Reino Unido). The initial load for all participants was 50 

watts and was increased by 25 watts every one minute, while a cadence of between 60-

70 rpm was maintained, until the participants claimed exhaustion or they were no able to 

maintain a cadence of over 60 rpm. The VO2max was determined to the highest average 

60s VO2 value and was used a portable gas analyzer (Cosmed® K4b2, Rome, Italy) in 

which the gas samples were collected and measured breath by breath. Before each test, 

the gas analyser was calibrated according to the manufactures guidelines. The heart rate 

was monitored continuously throughout the test (Polar Wireless Electrode double, 

Kempele, Finland). The VT2 was determined using ventilation, VO2 and carbon dioxide 

production (VCO2) and was visually assessed by two evaluators and in case discordance 

one third evaluator tie.  
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Venous blood samples 

The blood samples (10ml) were collect by experienced nurse from the antecubital 

vein using sterile needles into serum tubes (Venosafe, Terumo Medical Co., Leuven, 

Belgium) between 08:00 and 10:00 hours after 8 hours sleep and 10 hours of fasting. 

The participants. After collect, whole blood was maintained for 45 minutes and then 

centrifuged at 3.500 rpm (Megafuge 1.0R, Heraeus, Germany) for 10 minutes, and 

serum was removed and stored at -55 º C for later analysis. Blood samples were used for 

analysis of free and total serum testosterone (FT and TT), cortisol (C), growth hormone 

[(GH) (22kDa)] and insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 3 (IGFBP-3) were 

determined using radioimmunoassay kits (Cortisol Coat-Count RIA, DPC Medlab, Los 

Angeles, USA).  

Resistance training 

The resistance training consisted of 3 sets of 10 repetitions at 70% 1RM with 60 

seconds of resting between sets and exercise. The resistance training lasted 

approximately 20 minutes. The resistance exercises were performed always in the same 

order: smith machine squat (with the femur parallel to the floor in the lowest position), 

free-weight bench press (lower the bar to the chest until 90º arm flexion), smith machine 

lunge (lunge until the front thigh is horizontal to the floor or slightly less) and free-

weight barbell rows (with the back straight, lean forward at the 45 degrees and pull the 

barbell up the chest with hands in pronation). These exercise were chosen because are all 

major muscle groups and provide higher acute hormonal response as well as higher 

energy expenditure. The cadence used was of 40 beats per minute controlled by an 

electronic metronome.  

Endurance training 

The endurance training was performed on a cycle ergometer (SCIFIT ®, 

ISO1000, United Kington, UK) and had duration of 30 minutes to intensity according at 

VT2. This intensity was determined from participants obtained during the aerobic test. 
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Participants were asked to maintain a constant pedaling frequency at about 60-70 rpm 

during all exercise and in case of rpm dropping below 60 with the participants unable to 

increase it, the workload was lowered by 10 watts. 

Statistical Analyses  

Standard statistical methods were used for calculation of means and standard 

deviation (SD) with absolute values. Before to use statistical methods was necessary 

observed the normality of data (Shapiro Wilk test), homogeneity (Levene test) and 

sphericity (Mauchly test). For variables that violated these assumptions, nonparametric 

was conducted or correction by Greenhouse-Geiser. To observe the changes of variables 

throughout were analyzed using repeated measures ANOVAs [7 moments (pre, mid, 

post, 15pos, 24, 48 and 72 hours) vs. 3 session(ER, RE and AERE)] with LSD post hoc 

analysis. When the ANOVA shows a significant session effect a t-test for independent 

samples was used to compare each moment between sessions. Data for TT and GH did 

not pass the Shapiro Wilk test of normality, thus non-parametric statistics were used for 

the within-session changes (Friedman-rank-test) and between session comparisons 

(Kruskall-wallis H-rank test). When the Friedman and the Kruskall wallis H-rank tests 

shows significant differences was used the Wilcox and the Mann-Whitney U-rank tests 

to compare each moment within and between sessions, respectively. The statistical 

significance for all test was set for a baseline of p ≤ 0.05. Statistical analysis was 

conducted using SPSS 22.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). 

Results 

The values of the baseline measurements for concentrations of serum hormone 

(Table 1) did not differ significantly between the 3 different exercise order ER, RE or 

AERE (p > 0.05). All CT orders showed no changes for FT at any time point (Table 2).  
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Table 1: Baseline concentrations of serum hormones of participants in three different sessions with the absolute 
values. 

Session 
Serum TT 
(nmol/l) 

Serum FT 
(pmol/l) 

Serum C 
(nmol/l) 

Serum GH 
(ug/l) 

Serum IGFBP-3 
(mg./l) 

ER 
(mean ± SD) 

20.08 ± 11.73 53.25 ± 10.15 414.23 ± 190.22 0.22 ± 0.40 5.50 ± 1.39 

RE 
(mean ± SD) 

19.80 ± 4.85 43.01 ± 15.53 383.60 ± 194.15 0.09 ± 0.03 5.52 ± 1.30 

AERE 
(mean ± SD) 

20.31 ± 6.67 48.81 ± 14.74 374.81 ± 125.97 0.18 ± 0.21 5.14 ± 1.48 

ER= endurance followed by resistance exercise; RE= resistance exercise followed by endurance exercise; AERE= 
Alternating endurance-resistance exercises; T = total testosterone; FT = free testosterone; C = cortisol; GH = 
growth hormone; IGFBP-3 = insulin-like growth factor binding protein 3 

Table 2: Absolute concentrations of free testosterone (nmol/l) in exercise and time of recovery. 

Sessions PRE MID POST 15POS 24h 48h 72h 
ER 

(mean ± SD) 
53.25 ± 10.15 57.80 ± 21.98 51.25 ± 11.84 46.70 ± 11.66 48.79 ± 10.87 47.00 ± 12.66 45.63 ± 10.17 

RE 
(mean ± SD) 

43.01± 15.53 44.49 ±  9.83 51.27 ± 14.39 47.94 ± 9.56 51.44 ± 21.12 46.41± 12.95  47.82 ± 10.26 

AERE 
(mean ± SD) 

48.81± 14.74 45.16 ± 13.02 54.08 ± 18.81 43.68 ± 13.46 49.98 ± 14.08 46.42 ± 13.71 43.24 ± 14.46 

ER= endurance followed by resistance exercise; RE= resistance followed by endurance exercise; AERE= Alternating 
endurance-resistance exercise. 

In RE, serum TT decreased 7% from pre to mid (p=0.028), but returned increase 

at pos (9%, p=0.041) compared with mid, similarly, AERE order also observed increase 

at pos (27%, p=0.002), but all CT orders showed significant decrease from post to 15pos 

(ER=6%, p=0.023; RE=6%, p=0.034; AERE=12%, p=0.041, respectively), however, 

serum TT remained decrease at 48h (19%, p=0.023) only in RE order, when compared 

with post. In AERE order, serum C concentrations significantly increased from pre to 

Pos (78%, p=0.012), also observed in ER (32%, p = 0.016), but when compared with 

mid. However, all CT orders showed significant reduced at 48h (ER=42%, p=0.023; 

RE=35%, p=0.019; AERE=36%, p=0.015) and 72h (ER=42%, p=0.011; RE=36%; 

p=0.008; AERE=36%, p=0.001) when compared with pos.  

In all CT orders, GH concentrations showed an increase from pre to Mid 

(ER=+33-fold, p=0.002; RE=+29-fold, p=0.002; AERE=+15-fold, p=0.003, 

respectively) and pos (ER=+46-fold, p=0.002; RE=+133-fold, p=0.002; AERE=+66-

fold, p=0.002, respectively), however, in ER order remained increase at 15pos (+44-fold, 

p=0.002), while in RE and AERE were reduced at 15pos (-2-fold, p=0.002; -2-fold, 

p=0.002,respectively). Moreover, all CT orders showed significant decrease until 72h 
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(ER=-28-fold, p=0.002; RE=-38-fold, p=0.006; AERE=-26-fold, p=0.002), when 

compared with 15pos in ER and pos in RE and AERE. IGFBP-3 concentrations was 

significantly increased from pre to pos (+13%, p=0.025) in AERE order, while in ER 

and RE were observed significant reduced from mid to 72h (-12%, p=0.048; -21%, 

p=0.002, respectively). (Figure 2).  

Figure 2: Hormonal dynamics over the course of the study. ER= endurance followed by resistance 
exercise; RE= resistance followed by endurance exercise; AERE= Alternating endurance-resistance 
exercises. *=Significant from Pre, +=Significant from Mid, §=Significant from Pos, #=Significant from 
15Pos. P<0.05 

Discussion 

This study examined acute endocrine responses and recovery to a single session 

of combined endurance and strength exercise with 3 different exercise orders in 

recreationally active men. The findings indicated that the order in which single session 

combined endurance and strength exercise were performed –either ER, RE, or AERE – 

did not affect hormonal responses. Although all sessions showed alterations in some 

hormones (TT, C, GH and IGFBP-3) during exercise, and all hormones had returned to 

baseline values by 24h.  
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In this investigation, GH concentrations appeared to respond similarly regardless 

of the exercise order as no significant difference between sessions was observed, 

although the results showed some fluctuations in concentration at specific time point. 

GH concentrations increased from pre to pos in all CT orders, however, only ER no 

showed significant increases from mid to post. This results corroborates, in part, 

previous studies which indicated the magnitude of GH response is greater after 

endurance exercise (Eklund et al., 2016; Schumann et al., 2014; Schumann et al., 2013; 

Goto et al., 2005), regardless of the exercise order (ER or RE). It has been suggested for 

accumulation of free fatty acids in bloodstream, triggered by endurance exercise induced 

lipolysis (Goto et al., 2005; Kok et al., 2004). The difficulty in comparing results from 

different studies might stem from the lack of overlapping protocols, and blood and data 

collection time points. Intensity and duration are variable for endurance between studies, 

as well as no consistent resistance protocol, which ranges from closer to a hypertrophy 

protocol, to one of strength, and some even focus on power output (Goto et al., 2005; 

Schumann et al., 2014; Eklund et al., 2016). GH increases linearly with endurance 

exercise intensity, peaking close to the cessation of exercise (Kraemer et al., 2010). At 

the same time, strength exercises seem to have a potential influence in metabolic 

demands, with shorter rest and greater total work possibly influencing the GH responses 

patterns (Gordon, Kraemer, Vos, Lynch, & Knuttgen, 1994). However, when CT is 

performed might show incompatibility in the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis 

(Kraemer et al., 1995). It is well established that the anterior pituitary might be directly 

innervated by nerve fibers synapsed with corticotropic and somatotropic cells (Ju, 1999), 

which might regulate GH secretion during the initial stress. It is important to 

acknowledge that the 22kDa variant, which is commonly examined and the most 

abundant, was the GH variant examined in this study, and caution should be taken when 

observing other variants as different responses might be occur. 

The effects of GH are primarily exerted by stimulating insulin-like growth factor-

1 (IGF-1) secretion from the liver, which mediates somatogenic effects in peripheral 

tissues (Kraemer et al., 2010), and influences growth-promotion and metabolic effects in 

a pattern and tissue-specific fashion (Surya et al., 2009), although it seems as if GH and 

IGF-1 work independently in response to exercise stress (Kraemer et al., 1995). It has 

been suggested that circulating IGF-1 concentrations might not be indicative of 

bioavailable IGF-1, but that the concentration of binding proteins, mainly IGFBP-3 – 
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which is considered the most important of the carrier proteins for IGF-1 – might 

modulate the interaction of IGF-1 with receptors (Tremblay et al., 2004).  

With respect to IGFBP-3 levels in the present study, there were no significant 

difference between sessions; however, a significant increase was observed for AERE at 

Pos, and IGFBP-3 concentrations remained decreased at 48 hours for the ER order when 

compared with baseline values. Our results corroborate the findings of Taipale and 

Hakkinen (2013) which found no significant difference in IGFBP-3 levels between 

session orders in recreational runners. Conversely, Rosa et al., (2015) showed an 

increase in IGFBP-3 levels for ER only at Pos, but used an interval endurance training 

methodology, whereas Taipale and Hakkinen, (2013) and the present study used 

continuous endurance It can be speculated that interval and high intensity training 

promotes increases in IGFBP-3 concentration when performed before resistance 

exercises, that can be due muscular hypoxic. 

C concentration typically increase acutely during exercise, however, the degree at 

which C concentrations increase might be influenced greatly by the intensity and 

duration of exercise, as well as the background of the subject (physically trained versus 

untrained) (Hackney, 2006). It is well established that one of the fastest pathways acting 

in this cascade of events is the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) interaction 

where corticotropin releasing hormone mediates adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) 

release, which in turn influences release of C. However, when several endocrine glands 

are linked together might not always necessarily increased circulating this hormone, 

resulting a concurrent release from the adrenal cortex, or as a result of plasma volume 

shifts (Daly, Seegers, Rubin, Dobridge, & Hackney, 2005). The present results suggest 

that C concentrations increases at Pos and 15Pos, in AERE and ER, when compared 

with Pre and mid, respectively, but remained decrease until 72h after exercise compared 

to Pos; however, no significant different when compared to baseline values. Depression 

of C has been suggested to be caused by an improvement in anabolic stimulus during 

recovery (Cunniffe et al., 2010), or possibly due to faster response from the HPA axis 

and the short half-life of C (Few, 1974). Another factor influencing the hormonal 

response might be training status as it appears as if increased exercise training elicits 

adaptations which causes a blunted C response to exercise (Hackney, Fahrner, & 

Gulledge, 1998).  
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It is well known that 44-60% of TT is bound to sex hormone-binding globulin 

(SHBG), whereas the remainder is bound to albumin. Less than 2% is bioavailable and 

able to diffuse through the cell membrane to bind to its cytosolic or membrane receptor 

(Hoffman et al., 2009; Kraemer and Ratamess, 2005). TT has a high affinity to cortisol 

receptors, thereby inhibiting glucocorticoid action and attenuating potential catabolic 

actions via cross-regulation with androgen receptor (Anderson, Lane, & Hackney, 2016). 

Previous studies have shown no changes in acute hormonal concentrations of TT during 

and after CT (Goto et al., 2005; Rezaee et al., 2014), while most have found alterations 

between modes of exercise (Eklund et al., 2016; Schumann et al., 2013), after session 

(Rosa et al., 2015; Cadore et al., 2012), in time recovery (Schumann et al., 2014; Taipale 

and Hakkinen, 2013), or have found significant differences between exercise order (ER 

or RE) (Schumann et al., 2013). The findings of the present study are divergent, in part, 

of Eklund et al. (2016), Schumann et al. (2013), and Taipale and Hakkinen (2013). The 

present study was performed in counter-balanced and randomized manner, while in 

others studies aforementioned the subjects were divided in groups. It is well established 

that there are a high variability in hormonal concentrations between subjects, as well as 

in responses to exercise, and the present study showed that when CT is performed for the 

same subjects, the order appear does not influence the acute hormonal concentrations. 

However, it also needs to be acknowledged that the causes of hormonal 

responses for CT are not fully understood, and not all plausible mechanisms were 

controlled in the study. Moreover, the present study has some limitations, due the lack of 

laboratory control when assessed the time course of hormonal recovery.   

Conclusion 

This study has showed that the acute hormonal responses to combined exercise 

performed for the same participants in three different sessions (endurance followed by 

resistance exercise, resistance followed by endurance exercise or alternating endurance-

resistance exercise) were similar, without no significant different between sessions 

during and in recovery time. Therefore, the order of combined exercise does not seem to 

influence the hormonal concentrations during exercise and returned to baseline values 24 

hours after sessions and these findings support that trained subjects may require 24 hours 

of recovery to return to baseline values. However, additional research is necessary to 
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investigate the relevance of the findings to prolonged training adaptations and other kind 

of populations.    
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General Discussion 

The main purpose of this study was to investigate the role of exercise order in 

CT, considering that the order can influence on oxygen uptake during and after exercise. 

An additional purpose was to investigate if the order of CT might influence the catabolic 

and anabolic hormones during different sessions of CT, as well as in recovery time. The 

principal results from the four studies performed in this investigation provide some 

findings regarding in the order of CT. 

Considering the order of training in CT as one of the main variables, it is has 

been interesting focus of several researches. It is believed that the order of training 

(starting with endurance followed by resistance exercise or starting with resistance 

followed by endurance exercise or alternating endurance-resistance exercise) may alter 

several physiological factors, such as: oxygen uptake, hormonal concentrations, 

substrate utilized, and that determined order could provide better benefits than other. 

Nevertheless, there is a lack of consensus regarding the results from different 

researchers. The systematics review about effect order on oxygen uptake and excess 

post-exercise oxygen consumption and hormonal responses and adaptations in CT were 

conducted to better understand this and to clarify these issues (Studies 1 and 2).  

The systematic review about effect order on oxygen uptake and excess post-

exercise consumption showed results divergent in CT. Some studies found differences 

between orders during exercise, however, others have reported no difference between 

orders in CT. These discrepancies between studies are due the different variables used in 

studies. Firstly, considering the many possibilities of different methods and study 

design, it appear expected that these differences may lead different results. The high 

intensity of resistance exercise followed by endurance provide higher increase on 

oxygen uptake when compared with low intensity of resistance exercise followed by 

endurance (Kang et al.2009), however, it seems plausible to expected. Thus, this clearly 

suggests that high intensity should be performed when aim is increase oxygen uptake 

during CT. Other variable, such as volume of training also was compared, but with 

results discrepant. The almost studies used similar volume (25-30minutes) in endurance 

exercise and found different results, while some studies used different volumes in 

resistance exercise (10minutes vs. 45minutes), due several variables (repetitions, set, rest 

between sets and protocols) and found similar findings. The order has been mentioned as 

a variable relevant in prescription of CT, but due different study design, making it 
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difficult the interpretation of the studies. Some study designs were performed starting 

endurance followed by resistance, starting resistance exercise followed by endurance or 

alternating endurance-resistance exercise. However, according to the results of the 

studies analyzed in this systematic review, the order in CT did not appear to be major 

determinant to alter the oxygen uptake during the exercise, when the volume and 

intensity are equalized. (Result also confirmed in study 3).  

The EPOC also was investigated in this systematic review, and the almost of 

studies showed that the EPOC does appear to be higher in ER or AERE. The possible 

explanation of EPOC show higher increase in ER or AERE can be due to upfront cost of 

protein sysnthesis. Lundberg et al.2016 found that aerobic exercise performed prior to 

resistance training upregulates various established markers for myofiber growth as 

compared to resistance exercise alone. Nevertheless, the increase metabolic activity 

resulting from various genes expressions can contribute to higher post-exercise energy 

expenditure when resistance is performed after endurance exercise.  

The systematic review about hormonal responses and adaptation in CT showed 

discrepancies between studies, however, the order in CT did not appear to be major 

determinant to induce changes in hormonal concentrations during exercise (result also 

confirmed in study 3) or training. The studies showed transient and chronic changes in 

hormonal concentrations, that can be due some biologic variations (sex, race and mental 

health), procedural – analytic variation (i.e. nutrition, stress and sleep, participant 

posture, environment, geographical location, timing of specimen collection, as well as 

the variables that involve the training, with regard to the endurance (intensity, volume, 

continuous or intermittent) and resistance training (sets, repetitions, rest interval between 

sets, intensity, muscle mass recruited and protocols), and also as the CT was performed 

(i.e. same day or different day session). All these variables can be a challenge for 

comparing the findings originating from different studies, although, it is assumed that 

the included studies were controlled for, and the experimental conditions standardized. It 

is difficult explained the causes of hormonal responses for CT, and acknowledgments 

about it are not fully understood. 

The main variables considered in the 1st experimental study were VO2, post-

exercise VO2 and substrate utilized. The main findings of this study were that the 

exercise order did not appear to influence VO2 during exercise in active young men. 

Some studies found significant difference between orders (Taipale et al. 2015; 
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Drummond et al. 2005), however, these differences happened only when assessed the 

endurance part, and not during all session of CT. The present study used the identical 

protocols in terms of acute program variables (exercises, total work, intensity, total time, 

etc.) for each exercise, but differed in the order exercises. So, these results are in 

accordance to the result from our systematic review, showing that when variables are 

equalized, except the order, the VO2 not appear differ. When analyzed the substrate used 

during aerobic part the results showed there were no significant increase in fat, but 

higher carbohydrate utilization occurred during ER session from 10.00 to 20.00 minutes 

as compared to the RE. It is logical to think that when resistance exercise was performed 

before the endurance exercise, the stocks of glycogen were partially depleted, so, when 

they are necessary to sustain the endurance part, body adopts an emergency strategy, 

occurred the increase of the role of protein as energetic supplier to maintain the 

performance during an aerobic/anaerobic training requiring a fast provision of energy, 

but was provisory, because the system quickly reestablished. 

In the moment after exercise, the findings of 1st study corroborate with our 

systematic review. Our data suggest that to perform moderately-high intensity endurance 

was able to maintain the EPOC elevated for 30 minutes above baseline values, in all 

cases, however, ER and AERE sequences results in a greater EPOC magnitude than the 

RE sequence, showing that exercise order can influence the magnitude and duration of 

EPOC. This elevation in EPOC may be due to several factors including, the following: 

adenosine triphosphate/creatine phosphate resynthesis, increased body temperature and 

circulation, lactate removal, and replenishment of oxygen and glycogen stores, but also 

could be for findings by Lundberg et al.(2016). This is supported for costs of protein 

synthesis. They found that aerobic exercise may boost the hypertrophic response to 

short-term resistance training. Indeed they explored the effects of an acute aerobic 

exercise session on the transcriptional response to subsequent resistance exercise session 

having similar characteristics of our exercise protocols. In relation the substrate utilized 

after exercise, fat utilization showed significant difference between conditions, ER was 

significantly higher until 20 minutes when compared with RE, but were elevated for 30 

minutes in all conditions as compared to baseline values, and it is may be due the 

moderately-high intensity endurance. In carbohydrates there were differences between 

session, ER showed higher response when compared with RE and AERE until 15 

minutes, but all sessions remained increase until 30 minutes post-exercise. This results 
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demonstrated that after exercise there are a direction for body to use fat and 

carbohydrate, more evidently in ER order.  

In 2nd experimental study, the design and structure of study was elaborated to 

contribute to shift endocrine system in favour of the anabolic state following CT and to 

examine if exercise order could interfere in hormonal concentrations. The results showed 

that the exercise order did not appear to influence hormonal response during the CT. 

Although all sessions showed alterations in some hormones (TT, C, GH and IGFBP-3) 

during exercise, all hormones had returned to baseline values until 24h, in active young 

men. These results corroborate with our systematic review. 

When analyzed the hormonal responses in CT may observe several divergences 

between studies. Some studies (Cadore et al. 2012; Rosa et al.2015) showed higher 

increase in TT concentrations when endurance is performed before resistance exercises, 

while other (Schumann et al.2013; Taipale and Häkkinen, 2013) did not find. Although, 

these studies assessed the hormonal response in order of CT, there are several variables, 

such as: biologic and procedural – analytic variations and variables of training that may 

influence in results, so, it is difficult compare the studies and to try explained the causes 

of the hormonal responses in CT. During CT appear occur incompatibility in the 

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (Kraemer et al., 1995). One important finding was 

in GH concentrations, although exercise order no presented significant difference 

between sessions. GH response was greater after endurance exercise, regardless of the 

exercise order (ER or RE), and these results corroborate with previous studies Eklund et 

al., 2016; Schumann et al., 2014; Schumann et al., 2013; Goto et al., 2005). It has been 

suggested for accumulation of free fatty acids in bloodstream, triggered by endurance 

exercise induced lipolysis (Goto et al., 2005; Kok et al., 2004) that could inhibits to 

release of GH following a subsequent resistance exercise. However, there are a lack of 

acknowledgments about this issue and the conclusions remained unclear.  

In time of recovery, results again were divergent, showing that exercise order did 

not appear to be major determinant to induce changes in hormonal concentrations after 

exercise. In Schumann et al. 2013 showed that the TT and C concentrations remained 

decreased at 24 and 48h after exercise in men both groups, while Taipale and Hakkinen, 

2013, C concentrations remained unaltered at recovery of 48 hours after exercise in men 

of both groups (ER and RE), but TT concentrations remained decreased at 24 and 48 

hours after exercise only in RE. In the present study, all hormones had returned to 
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baseline values until 24h, regardless of exercise order. It is believed that in recovery 

time, some hormones, as TT and GH could help in maintain or increase muscle protein 

accretion (Mitchell et al.2014), while an increase in catabolic hormonal concentrations 

(i.e. cortisol) could promote an unfavorable environment to maintain or development of 

muscle mass (Kraemer et al.1995).  

The fluctuations in hormonal concentrations that occurred in the present study 

were within a physiological range, thus, these systemic alterations can be irrelevant to 

induce impairments in muscular adaptations. However, this phenomenon has not been 

elucidated yet. Our findings may question the use of hormone concentrations as an acute 

marker of exercise order.  
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Overall Conclusions 

The main findings of this thesis showed that the exercise order did not appear to 

be major determinant in some variables physiological (VO2, hormonal response, 

substrate utilized) during concurrent training. The specific conclusions of the present 

thesis include:  

- Based on the systematic review about oxygen uptake and excess post-

exercise oxygen consumption, the exercise order does not appear

influence oxygen uptake during exercise, and ER and AERE provide

higher EPOC than RE.

- In systematic review about hormonal responses and adaptations to

concurrent endurance and resistance training, the results showed that

the acute hormone responses and adaptations to the concurrent

training appeared to be dependent on factors such as exercise volume

and intensity, as well as exercise protocols rather than the exercise

order.

- Considering the 3rd study, our results showed that the sequencing of

the endurance and resistance portions within CT did not influence the

VO2, but affects EPOC magnitude and alters substrate utilization

patterns, supports to perform endurance training prior to resistance

training or quickly alternating the endurance and resistance exercises.

- Regarding 4th study, the results showed that exercise order of

combined endurance and resistance exercises does not influenced the

hormonal concentrations during exercise and in time of recovery in

active young men.

Overall, these studies suggest that exercise order during concurrent training did 

not appear to be major determinant to induce changes in variables of the study. 

Moreover, our results may question to use of hormone concentrations as an acute marker 

of exercise order. However, due to the complexity of some mechanisms these thesis, 

mainly in hormonal response, other studies should be considered to better acknowledge 

this issue.   
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